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ABSTRACT
We measured the d(e,e'n)p cross-section at three values 
of Q2 : 0.255, 0.176 and 0.109 (GeV/c)2. The electrons were 
detected with the OHIPS magnetic spectrometer, and the neu­
trons were detected in a liquid mineral oil scintillator array. 
The measurements were made at a fixed neutron angle of 6n = 
57°; the Q2 values were obtained by varying the incident elec­
tron energy and the scattering single. These cross sections are 
sensitive primarily to the neutron magnetic form factor at these 
quasifree kinematics. The efficiency of the neutron detector 
was determined by the associated particle technique with the 
d(7 ,pn) reaction for each of the three neutron kinetic energies. 
The value of extracted from the cross sections are con­
sistent with the dipole parametrization at the two higher mo­
mentum transfers; at the lowest momentum transfer the value 
of Gm is 10% higher than the dipole model. This enhance­
ment at low momentum transfer is consistent with previous 
measurements.
THE M AGNETIC FORM FACTOR OF THE NEU TRO N, 
Glj, FROM THE d(e,e'n)p REACTION
Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis describes the development of the (e,e'n) experimental capability using 
the Kent State University neutron detectors at the M.I.T.-Bates Linear Accelerator,s'
Center and presents the results of the first such experiment performed there. The 
experiment^1! determined the neutron electromagnetic form factors, Gfy and G% 
from the unpolarized and polarized cross sections, respectively. This thesis deals ex­
clusively with the unpolarized cross section. The d(e,e'n)p quasielastic cross-section 
was measured at Q2 values of 0.109, 0.176 and 0.255 (GeV/c)2. The neutron detec­
tion efficiency was determined by the associated particle technique with the d(7 ,pn) 
reaction for each of the three neutron kinetic energies. This is the first measurement 
of the coincidence (e,e'n) cross section at low Q2 (4-momentum transfer squared). 
The cross sections are sensitive primarily to the neutron magnetic form factor Gjfa 
at these kinematics. The uncertainties of the extracted G%f values represent a 
significant improvement over previous data and are consistent with the dipole pa­
rameterization at the two higher momentum transfers; at the lowest momentum 
transfer, the value of G ^  is ~10% higher than the dipole value. This enhancement 
at low momentum transfer is consistent with previous measurements.
This Introduction presents the motivation for the experiment, in particular the 
advantages of determining electromagnetic form factors with the technique of coin­
cidence electron scattering measurements, and presents the scattering cross section 
in the Bom approximation. The formalism of the electromagnetic form factors is 
developed in terms of a description of the nucleon. Chapter 2 describes models of 
the form factors and gives a review of the previous data on both the neutron and 
proton elastic form factors. Subsequent chapters give the details of the experimental 
arrangement, the data acquisition hardware and software, the analysis and replay
M B&tea E85-05, The Electric Form Factor of the Neutron from the D(e,e'n) Reaction, R.Madey 
and S. Kowalski, co-spokesmen.
(2)
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code Q and the procedures used to reduce and correct the raw data. Finally the 
results of the experiment are presented and discussed. The appendices describe the 
radiative corrections and the results of (e,e') and (e,e'n) normalization studies.
1.1 E lectron  S ca ttering
The utility of the electron for exploring the nuclear system is well established.!2! 
The electron itself is a pointlike Dirac particle; this means that it has no internal 
structure that will complicate the interpretation of the results. The interaction be­
tween the electron and the nuclear target is known and understood. The description 
of the interaction is governed by Quantum ElectroDynamics!3! (QED), the most 
accurate physical theory known.
Corrections to the scattering are well understood and are, in principle, exactly 
calculable. The radiative corrections lead to the renormalization of the electron 
charge and mass and of the photon propagator. The infinite range of the Coulomb 
force can be described by the distorted wave approximation.
The interaction of the electron with matter is weak (the strength of the cou­
pling is given by the fine structure constant, a  =  1/137.0359896 <£. 1). Because the 
strength of the interaction is weak, the structure of the target is not greatly dis­
turbed by the measurement. The implies that the electron probes the entire volume 
of the target, rather than merely the surface as is the case with strongly interacting 
probes. The smallness of the coupling constant also means that one can use per- 
turbative techniques to describe the interaction, and that the one-photon-exchange 
approximation is valid.
The coupling of the electron is to the hadron’s electromagnetic current, 
via a virtual photon. Figure 1.1 shows the Feynman diagram for elastic scattering 
of an electron from a nucleon (either proton or neutron). The incoming electron is 
shown with initial energy ej and momentum kj. The scattered electron is shown 
with final energy e/ and momentum k /. The initial nucleon (of mass M) is shown 
with initial momentum pi and final momentum p/. The interaction is via the ex-
t3) J.D. Walecka, Invited talk, International Symposium on Weak and Electromagnetic Interac­
tions in Nuclei, Montreal (1989).
t3l R.P. Feynman, QED, The Strange Theory of Light and Matter, Princeton University Press 
(1985); Photon-Hadron Interactions, W.A. Benjamin (1972).
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«/ k, K/
P /
F igu re  1.1 The Feynman diagram corresponding to elastic scattering of an 
electron from a nucleon.
change of a virtual photon of energy u> and momentum q. The virtual photon is a 
precisely defined quantum of electromagnetic radiation with both a definite wave­
length (related to the 3-momentum transfer, q ) and a definite frequency (related 
to the energy transfer, oj):
w = 6 - E / | - t  . ( i . i)
u> =  ei — e / =  2i?v
The wavelength and frequency (or momentum and energy) of the virtual photons 
may be varied independently, providing a second tool with which to explore the 
structure of the target. This enables one to measure the spatial distribution of 
charges and currents. The polarization of the virtual photon may also by varied, 
by varying the electron scattering angle. Unlike real photons, longitudinal as well
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as transverse polarizations are possible. M Note that for experimentally realizable 
kinematics (i.e. spacelike in terms of the lightcone front) q2 < 0. Q2 is then always 
positive when we define Q2 = —q2 for our choice of metric gpV:
9nv =
z 1 0 0 0 ^0 - l 0 0
0 0 -1 0
\o 0 0 - l )
(1.2)
1.1.1 T he E lectron-N ucleon Cross Section
Using the approach of Bjorken and DrellJ5^ the derivation of the cross section 
in the Born approximation is straightforward. Starting with the current of the 
nucleon, the electromagnetic field generated by the nucleon can be calculated 
from Maxwell’s equations. The scattering matrix, Sfi  gives the amplitude for the 
electron scattering in this field and leads to the transition rate. The transition rate 
leads in turn to the scattering cross section. The cross section can be defined as 
the transition rate per unit volume, divided by the flux of incident particle and the 
number of target particles per unit volume:
° = u 3 h  ■
where \ J in c \  is the flux and V - 1  is the number of target particles per unit volume 
(making V  the volume per target particle). Here Wfi is the transition rate per unit 
volume, given by:
Wfi =  ^TV~ ’
where T V  is the product of the time interval of observation and the spatial volume 
of the interaction region (i.e., the volume per target particle).
Starting from the nucleon current, charge conservation leads to the continuity 
equation:
0  (1 *®)
J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics, Wiley and Sons, Inc. (1975).
J.D. Bjorken and S.D. Drell, “Relativistic Quantum Mechanics,” McGraw-Hill, Inc. (1964).
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The potential itself at a point in space x  can be calculated (in the Lorentz 
gauge) by :
=  Jtf(x) (1*6)
where □ =  g~g§jr is the D’Alembertian. Using the photon propagator given by:
( 1 J )
the potential can be written as
A**(x) =  j  di yDF{ x - y ) J ,i,{y) (1.8)
which gives the scattering matrix element as
Sfi -  - i e  j d ^ y d ^ x ^ f { x ) ^ ^ i{x)\DF{ x - y ) J tt{y) (1.9)
The scattering matrix element can be written
s »  =  i h V W p /  - «  +  * / -  W ' J k ' J w k |M /i l  (1-10)
where Mfi  is the Lorentz invariant matrix element called the invariant scattering 
amplitude. The invariant amplitude is proportional to the product of the elec­
tron current multiplied by the photon propagator and the nucleon current, and it 
is this Lorentz invariant amplitude that contains the physical information aobut 
the hadronic current. The measured cross section is a function of the invariant 
amplitude which in turn depends on the nucleon current.
In order to obtain a physical cross section it is necessary to sum over a given 
allowed group of electron and neutron final states (which correspond to the finite 
laboratory acceptances of the detectors). The number of final states of a given 
specified spin in a given momentum interval is:
yd_kj_ v& V f_  ( l . i i )
(2 ir)3 (2tt) 3 1 ;
which together with Equations 1.4 and 1.10 can be put into the following Equation
Chapter 1: Introduction 7
1 .1 2  to give the differential cross section
2 d?k, dtp, V  
(2 jt) 3 (2 *)»
dzkf  d3pf  m M  m M  (27r)i S4(pf ~p i  + k f — ki). 2
“ (2^ ( 2K fT jE jl^ E ?  \J~jV  1 fil
= Z f t t M f E L  —  mM. . .  +  k ,  -  k<)
e/(27r)3 Eiv(27r)3 • p i)2 — m?M2
(1.12)
where I have used the fact that the inverse of the flux, |J«nc|-1 > multiplied by 
the normalization of the initial particles, , forms a Lorentz invariant (showingj
that the total cross section is invariant under Lorentz transformation along the 
direction of the incident beam )^:
m M  m M
e iE r m n c l  “
m M  l l , “ >
y/(ki • pi)2 — m 2M 2
from which Anally we get (averaging over initial spins and summing over final 
spins):
da to  ef / ei 12 i
2 i i  =  4ir» 1 +  (2ei/M)sin29 /2 1 fii }
The Lorentz invariant scattering amplitude is given by:
un- S £
-  g y / ” (i-i5)
\M,i \2 =  2 1 2 ^ 1  
where 77^ ,, = J*J* and Wr#“' =  For the electron, the current is
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and summing over the electron spin states:
\  Y  ^  = \  Y  < ><C >
sp ins
m / s f + m  f o  +  rn
- T rs r T X r - * r T  ( i.i7 )
=  hi lv  +
=  -L T r(*y*? +  *>***? +  ^"(fc , • ki -  m 2)
Assume as an example the current for the case of elastic scattering from a 
pointlike, Dirac-like, structureless nucleon. The current (in correspondence to the 
plane-wave solutions of the electron) is
J ^ y )  = +erfpf {y)'tli^ i (y )
i M l  ■/ s (1.18)
I L .  e'(Pf - P i ) ' V u t ^ U iENENe un ut •
The invariant amplitude is
e2M fi =  (M g)
or averaging the invariant amplitude over initial spins and summing over final spins 
(in the same manner as for the electron case above) Mfi is given as
W f i ?  = ;  £
qN cN ,« ■*
e4
=  2m 2M i qi  ^Pf ' ‘ +  ’kf>} ~ m2(p f  * f1*20)
— M 2{kf  • &») +  2M2m2]
=  ^ ( 2 E J + " i 2 - fc/ - yto 5
Substituting this into Equation 1.14 and ignoring the recoil factor E l/E ,  we 
get the Mott cross section:
da _  a 2 cos2 f
dft 4E2 sin4 f  ’
This describes the cross section for the scattering of a pointlike electron from a 
heavy pointlike nucleon.
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To take into account the nucleon anomalous magnetic moment, re, and charge, 
Q , the hadronic current would be written as:
= < ? /!% , n7 ,  +  >  (1 .2 1 )
and
\  £  = \  £  
spina spins
= 5  £  <  > <  i | 0p, »7, + >  .
(1.22)
1.2 D escription o f  th e  N ucleon
The most general form of the hadronic current cam be written by looking at 
the hadronic vertex in Figure 1.1. There are three momenta: p£, and p^. Using
4-momentum conservation one can write:
p l = p l  + Qn • (1-23)
This leaves two independent 4-vectors. The most general tensor than can be con­
structed from p^, and the metric is:
= A f q v +  BpV  +  C ffV  +  W  +  Eg*" . (1.24)
Gauge invariance requires q ^ W ^  — qvW tiV — 0 leaving only two independent form 
factors. In the case of elastic scattering these are functions only of q2:
W "  =  W 'it fX  «„* - < &  +  W2(g*)(p> -  -  ^ 5 , )  ■ (1 .25)
For the case of a spin-1 point charge, Wi(q2) = Z 2 and W2 (q2) = 0.
This section gives the traditional approaches to describing the nucleon and
its internal structure, from the low energy approaches resulting from the static 
nucleon properties, to the high energy description in terms of pointlike quarks and 
their associated wavefunctions. Interpretations of the form factors in the different 
approaches are made, showing the various degrees of understanding.
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1.2.1 S tatic  P ro p e rtie s  o f th e  Nucleon
The traditional low energy description of the nucleon describes it as an isospin 
doublet, with positive parity:
r  =  1 / 2 + (1.26)
where I  is the isospin and tt is the parity of the nucleon. The neutron is chosen to 
have the projection of the third component of isospin Iz~  -1 / 2 , and the proton has 
the projection of the third component of isospin Iz=  +1/2. Mathematically, this 
description has the structure of the SU(2) group. The approximate equivalence of 
the proton and neutron masses is taken as evidence of an approximate isospin sym­
metry. Table 1,1 lists the masses (in MeV) and the anomalous magnetic moments 
(in nuclear magnetons) of the proton and neutron. The mass difference between 
the proton and the neutron (i.e. the symmetry breaking) is ascribed solely to the 
electromagnetic force in this prescription, and the fact that the anomalous magnetic 
moments of the proton and neutron are approximately equal and opposite leads to 
isovector dominance in photonuclear reactions.^
[Note that k n  is the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon:
(1.27)
Table 1.1 Nucleon Static Properties.
particle mass (MeV) charge k (n.m.)
P 938.272 1 1.79
n 939.565 0 -1.91
Kp — ftp — 1 .0
K n - f i n “  0 .0  
As can be seen from Table 1 .1 , k p  ~  — ren.l
M G.P. Chew, R. Karplus, S. Gasiorowicz, P. Zachariasen, Phys. Rev. n o  265 (1958), P. 
Federbush, M.L. Goldberger, S.B, Treiman, Phys. Rev. n a  642 (1958).
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1.2.2 T h e  SU (3) O ctet
The traditional or ‘old’ high energy approach is to describe the proton and neu­
tron as members of an SU(3) l / 2 + Octet, characterized by isospin and strangeness 
quantum numbers. They have no net strangeness (for the proton and neutron, Iz = 
+ 1 / 2  and -1/2, respectively and S  = 0  for both proton and neutron). Known as the 
“Eightfold Way,”M this approach was independently suggested by M. Gell-Mann 
and Y. Ne’eman in 1961. This classification scheme enables one to group particles 
together based on their strangeness, isospin and parity quantum numbers.
Hadrons of the same intrinsic angular momentum and parity (Jw =  l /2 +) make up 
a multiplet (in this case an octet) of particles. Just as in SU(2) (where the neutron 
and proton isospin doublet are considered to have the same mass except for the 
splitting due to electromagnetic interactions), the SU(3) octet would all have the 
same mass if it were not for the splitting due to the strong interaction.
Because there are only two independent observables in elastic scattering, it is not 
possible to  get more information via scattering of virtual photons. However it is 
possible to  couple these measurements to the scattering via the weak interaction 
(i.e., electroweak scattering as utilized in parity violating experiments). This en­
ables the extraction of three additional form factors which describe the hadronic 
electroweak current/8^
1.2.3 Q C D  Quark M odels
A more recent description of the nucleon is in terms of the Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD)Pl QCD is the quantum field theory of quark interactions (in analogy with 
QED). The main difference between QED and QCD is that the boson mediating 
the quark interaction, the gluon, carries color and is subject to a strong gluon-gluon 
interaction, unlike the photon which carries no electric charge. The various SU(3) 
multiplets can be described as having zero net color and being built up from three 
basic constituents, the up quark, it, the down quark, d, and the strange quark, s.
W  From a saying attributed to  the Buddha: “Now this, O monks, is the noble tru th  of the path that 
leads to the cessation of pain; this is the noble Eightfold Way: namely, right views, right action, 
right intentions, right speech, right living, right effort, right mindfullness, right concentration.”
M D. Beck, Phys. Rev. D 99  3248 (1989).
K. Gottfried and V.F. Weisskopf, “Concepts of Particle Physics,” Oxford University Press (1984).
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The proton and neutron are both formed from the ground state wavefunctions of 
three positively bound quarks, held together by the exchange of gluons. The pro­
ton wave function consists of the s-wave quark valence state uud and the neutron 
wave function consists of the s-wave valence state udd. The proton and neutron 
wavefunctions have zero net color, like all the members of the octet, and quantum 
numbers of isospin I  =  1/2, strangeness 5  =  0, and baryon number B  =  1. [The 
combination (B + 5 )/2  + 13 =  Q then gives the charge.]
The form factors, which describe the spatial distribution of charges and currents 
in the nucleon, can then in principle tell us about the underlying behavior of the 
quarks. [Because the glue is electromagnetically neutral, the virtual photon couples 
directly to the quarks.] However since we are measuring an elastic form factor, 
there are complications that make such an analysis difficult. Explicitly we have 
confinement mechanisms in play, that result from effects like the virtual sea of quark- 
antiquark qq pairs, gluon-gluon interactions, the short-range behavior of quarks and 
other hadronic corrections. After all, although the quark model has provided a 
useful mnemonic for describing the baryon spectrum, a free quark has never been 
detected. The connection between QCD models that postulate confinement and the 
underlying theory of QCD at low Q2 is crucial but still contentious.
1.2.4 D irac  and P au li Form  Factors
Historically, the approach to the proton and neutron has followed the path of the 
electron. The assumption is made that the nucleon is a Dirac particle (i.e. it can 
be described as a l /2 + spinor with an anomalous magnetic moment). Then the 
current can be written:
W  =  +  M p z \ k , )  (1.28)TO
The effects of a spatial distribution of the charge and currents in the nucleon is 
described by Fj and F2) known as the Dirac and Pauli form factors. In the limit 
that Q2 —* 0, F\ is the charge and F2 is the anomalous magnetic moment of the 
nucleon:
f ', ( ° ) =  . (1.29)
a(o) =
Using Equation 1.28 for the nucleon current, the cross section given in Section 1.1.1
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can be written:
da a 2 cos2 |  E 1
* .  -  4 S W f  £  [*? +  *  +  2^ ‘ +  ^  ‘ “ 2 I]
= <rm„ufreco il ( f 2 + F 2 +  2 t|F i +  F2 | 2 tan2 )
(1.30)
where r  =  Q2/AM 2. In point of fact, the above prescription for the form factors 
is not unique. Any linearly independent combination of the two form factors F\ 
and F2 forms an equally valid prescription. In the limit of a point-like particle, this 
reduces to:
da o? cos2 j  E 1
d£le 4E 2 sin4 f  E Ql,„ +  Kf,n +  2 t | Q P i„  +  k U 2 tan3 j
(1.31)
1.2.5 T he  Sachs Form  Factors
As was mentioned in the previous section, alternate paxameterizations of the form 
factors are also valid. If the contribution of the photon is decoupled into the longitu­
dinal and transverse helicity components (in order to have a more direct geometrical 
meaning) the cross section becomes:
da a 2 cos2 |  E 'I& b  + tCPm . _ 2 2 9}
d n e 4E 2 sin4 f E [  1 +  r  + ^  **** 2  J ^
=  ^motifrecoil +  2 rG£f tan2 0 / 2 ^
where r  =  Q2 /AM2. In this parameterization Ge is the electric form factor and 
Gm is the magnetic form factor. In terms of the previous Dirac and Pauli form 
factors, the Sachs form factors are written
Ge  =  [Ft -  tF 2] -+ Qn,P as Q2 —» 0
(1.33)
Gm =  [Fi +  Fa] —► fj,ntP as Q2 —* 0
noting that G e  reduces to the nucleon charge and Gm reduces to the nucleon 
magnetic moment as Q2 —► 0. Several notes about the Sachs form factors are in 
order.
First, it has been pointed out that these linear combinations correspond to zero 
and one unit of angular momentum transferred along the direction of the virtual
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photon exchanged in the scattering process.!10! Examining Equation 1.32, one 
notes that the cross product of the form factors present in Equation 1.30 are not 
present in this parameterization. The non-interference of G e  and Gm m the cross 
section presents advantages in the analysis over the geometric method of overlapping 
ellipses previously used to separate F\ and F2.!n ! Specifically the error analyses 
of Fi and F2 are more correlated than that of G e  and Gm and the magnitude of 
the uncertainties in F\ and F2 are larger.
Second is the interpretation of the Sachs form factors. Physically the electric form 
factor, Ge , measures the charge distribution in the nucleon and the magnetic form 
factor, Gm,, measures the distribution of magnetization . !121 In the Breit frame,
Ge {Q2) and Gm {Q2) represent the Fourier transform of the current and magneti­
zation respectively of the nucleon. [The Breit frame is the frame where Q2 =  q2, 
or go =  w =  0 (i.e. there is no energy transfer). In this frame ef =  e/. This frame 
is reached by a Lorentz boost along the direction of momentum transfer, q . Note 
that this is in distinction from the infinite momentum frame, reached by a Lorentz 
boost along the direction of ki and perpendicular to the direction of momentum 
transfer q . Although it is true that the form factors are the Fourier transforms 
of the current and  magnetic distributions only in the Breit frame, complications 
have been shown to exist in the evaluation of nonleading transverse current matrix 
elements in the form factors.]!13!
Third, the Dirac and Pauli form factors F f and Fj* have been observed experimen­
tally to have approximately the same behavior and magnitude (see Section 2.4). 
For the proton electric form factor, (?£•, this leads to a near cancellation between 
F f  and Fj* at modest momentum transfers.
Fourth, Foldy showed the the neutron-electron interaction is proportional to the 
derivative of f?]| with respect to  Q2.!14! The Dirac equation for the electron-
C10! F .J. Ernst, R.G. Sachs, and K.C. Wali, Phys. Rev. n o  1105 (1960); D.R. Yennie, M.M. Levy, 
and D.G. Ravenhall, Rev. Mod. Phys. 30 144 (1957).
I“ 1 L.N. Hand, D.G. Miller and R. Wilson, Rev. Mod. Phys. ss 335 (1963).
I1J1 J.D . Walecka, Nuovo Cimento, «  821 (1959).
S.J. Brodsky and J .R . Hiller, Phys Rev. D so 2141 (1992).
t14l L.L. Foldy, Phys. Rev. s r  688 (1952); Phys. Rev. ar  693 (1952).
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neutron interaction has terms that represent the interaction of a point charge with 
the electromagnetic field (representing the charge of the particle, this is zero for the 
neutron), the interaction of a magnetic moment with the magnetic field (that can 
be identified with the neutron's anomalous magnetic moment), and the spin orbit 
coupling associated with this magnetic moment (it arises from the fact that the mo­
tion of the magnetic moment gives rise to an electric moment for the particle which 
interacts with the electric field), as well as the Darwin-Foldy term describing the 
direct interaction of the electron with the neutron charge distribution which gener­
ates an external electromagnetic field (and higher order terms in the series which 
describe interaction terms depending on higher derivatives of the electromagnetic 
fields).
Fifth, Equation 1.32 is the cross section for elastic scattering from an unbound 
neutron. Nature is not kind in supplying stable free neutrons. A nuclear target 
is used instead as the target, and the scattering is quasielastic, instead of elastic 
scattering from the neutron. The theoretical cross section includes a number of 
corrections which are discussed in Chapter 5 and Appendix A. The deuteron is 
chosen for several reasons: it is loosely bound, it is the simplest nuclear target 
available, and the calculations of corrections to the scattering such as final state 
interactions should be reliable. The deuteron wave function is well known for small 
recoil momenta and dominated by the s-wave amplitude. The fact that the neutron 
is loosely bound means that the neutron is barely off of its mass shell. This is 
important since there is evidence that the bound nucleon structure may be different 
from the free nucleon structure.!15! The energy separation between the proton 
ground state and the first excited state of the proton is large (140 MeV), meaning 
the missing energy spectrum is a well behaved delta-function (or would be in the 
absence of radiative corrections to the electron; see Appendix A).
Finally, Equation 1.32 also shows that the unpolarized cross section also depends on 
the square of the electric form factor of the neutron, G^ 2. However G-g. is small, and 
the cross section is dominated by the magnetic form factor G^ . The contribution 
to the cross section from a non-zero value of G\jj ranges from 1 .5-3.5% across the
Review of Particle Properties, Phys. Lett., 170B 79 (1986).
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kinematics of this experiment in the Galster fit (the Galster fit is a best fit to the 
data, other fits are similar in magnitude; see Section 2.2.1 for a description of the 
Galster parameterization).
1.3 M otivation
A few words about the motivation driving this particular experiment are apropos. 
The electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon, both Ge  and Gm  are fundamental 
quantities that must be described accurately before any model of baryon structure 
can be considered successful. A measurement of the (e,e'n) cross section can de­
termine the magnetic form factor, Gm , to the extent that the electric form factor 
is small. (The correction in the Galster approximation for the G ^  contribution to 
the cross section ranges from 1.5 — 3.5% for the kinematics considered here. See 
Chapter 2  for a discussion of the Galster fit.)
As previously alluded to in the previous section, Gm  is the Fourier transform of 
the neutron current distribution in the Breit frame. In any frame of reference 
Gm describes the neutron constituent quarks dynamics or the neutron internal 
spin distribution. However these are measurements of the elastic form factors; 
confinement mechanisms are explicitly in effect. The connection between quark 
models that postulate confinement and the underlying theory of QCD at low Q2 is 
crucial but still contentious. The measurements in this thesis form benchmark tests 
for the theory of QCD aplied to the structure of nucleons.
Knowledge of the electromagnetic form factors is important also from the point 
of view of testing nuclear models; for example, calculations of cross sections and 
polarization observables in deuteron electrodisintegration are sensitive to these form 
factors. A new generation of experiments exploiting polarization observables will 
measure interference terms between the relatively large magnetic form factors and 
smaller electric and strange form factors. The measurement of G% resulting from 
a different phase of the present experiment relies on the interference term between 
<?£ and G ^ '  The current knowledge of Gm  limits the ability to extract precise 
values of these smaller form factors. By measuring Gm  at the same time as G ^, 
sources of systematic error can be reduced.
The value of Gm  is also used as input for a variety of models of nuclei: for instance
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deuterium is described as basically isoscaler (with a small isovector admixture),
0 %, =  ; ( 0 J, +  G&)
? (1.34)
G& =  j ( ° M  -  G%)
Similarly calculations of the cross section of a variety of nuclei use the free-nucleon 
form factors as input to describe the modifications of the nucleon due to the nuclear 
medium. A large number of experiments are carried out in the intermediate energy 
range of the present experiment; accurate knowledge of the neutron magnetic form 
factor G'm  can increase our understanding of a variety of processes from final-state- 
interactions to nucleon-nucleon potentials to the wave functions of various nuclei.
Chapter 2
E lectrom agnetic Form Factors
This chapter describes the various models of the electromagnetic form factors. The 
physics motivation leading to the development of each of the models is presented 
and the previous data determining nucleon electromagnetic form factors Eire com­
pared to the models. The work on the proton is discussed relatively briefly, and 
a more in depth ansilysis of the work on the neutron is performed, concentrating 
on the uncertEiinties in the experimental measurements. Because of the technique’s 
importance and perveisive use in the extraction of form factors, a brief discussion of 
the Rosenbluth separation technique is also presented, along with the technique’s 
shortcomings.
2.1 M odels o f  the E lectrom agnetic Form  Factors
The most common approach used in models of the electromagnetic form factors is to 
try to fit a single underlying form factor to all four proton and neutron form factors 
(GJJf, Gj|, Gvm  and G^). While some models are based on physics arguments, all 
Eire at least partly empirical meaning that the model parameters have been adjusted 
to fit the measured data. These models Eire constrained mostly by the measured 
proton form factors obtained from elastic scattering from hydrogen. [The reason 
for this is that the error bars for the magnetic form factor are almost an order of 
magnitude larger for the neutron than for the proton and the uncertainty in the 
neutron electric form factor is essentially ±100%.]
2.1.1 D ipole fit
The most commonly used fit is known as the dipole fit in because of the [a-{-bQ2] ~ 2 
form; it is almost the stsmdsurd of reference. In fact, the data and other theories 
Eire often plotted normalized to the dipole fit (i.e. the extracted values of the form 
factors divided by the value of the dipole fit are plotted versus Q2). The dipole fit
(18)
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is, however, an empirical fit to the data, and does not have any deep underlying 
foundation in theory. The relatively good agreement of the data with such a simple 
form for the form factors is somewhat fortuitous.
The standard dipole fit, G pfQ 2), is given as:
-  m  10- . . . , r  ■ f2-1)I1 +  0r7i(GeV/c)*i
Note that Gd (0) is 1.
The proton electric and magnetic form factors and the neutron magnetic form factor 
are given as:
GUQ2) = Gd (Q2)
„ „ G M Q )  = f*nGD(Q2) (2.2)
GpM{Q2) = fiPGD(Q2)
Note that G g(0) =  +1, which is the proton charge (in units of the electron charge), 
G*m (Q) =  fip is the proton magnetic moment, and G fyi0) =  Mn is the neutron 
magnetic moment; these provide a normalization of the form factors at Q2 = 0. 
However there is a problem with the neutron electric form factor, G As noted 
above, the dipole fit goes to 1 at Q2 = 0. But the value for Gjj should go to the 
charge of the neutron, zero. [The charge of the neutron has been measured very 
precisely. Qn =  (—0.4 ±  1.1) x 10“ 21 electron charges J 16J ] Typically, one of two 
approaches is used for G1^.  The first is just to set G% to zero:
G%(Q3) = 0  (2.3)
The second approach is to  set F™ to zero. This implies that the u-quark and the 
d-quark wave functions are identical. Then from Equation 1.22 we can see that Gjg 
is given by:
f f W 2) =  0 => (?E =  - r G nM = - t ^ G d (2.4)
This parameterization, although commonly used, fails the two most generally ac­
cepted tests for Gjj. The slope of G]g as Q2 —* 0 must match the experimentally 
measured value (see Section 2.4.1), and the Q~ 4 scaling prediction as Q2 —* oo (see 
Section 2.3.3).
I1®] J. Baumann, e t  al . ,  Phys. Rev. D, ar 3107 (1988).
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Alternatively the Galster fit to G% is an empirical parameterization of the experi­
mental data gathered from elastic electron-deuteron scattering, given as:t17l
g s « 2> = o t 0 ° « 2>
where r  =  Since it is a fit to experiment, the Galster fit describes the dataIf
better than either of the two above prescriptions. It also has the correct scaling 
behavior at high Q2. However the physical meaning of the factor [1 -)-5.6r] - 1  is not 
entirely obvious.
2.1.2 V ector M eson D om inance Fits
There are a number of fits that use the Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) approach 
to fitting the form factors. The form factors are taken here to provide a physical 
understanding of the structure of the nucleon based on dispersion relations. The 
imaginary part of the form factors in the time-like region is closely related to the 
mass spectrum of strongly-interacting hadronic systems. The VMD model expects 
the imaginary part of the form factors to have peaks at the position of the vector 
mesons of strangeness zero. Two commonly used VMD models are described here. 
The Mainz fit presents the form factors as a sum of m o n o p o l e s . H o w e v e r  the 
known vector mesons do not provide a good description of the data. Therefore 
additional poles axe empirically introduced in the fitting.
q Ma i n z /qz \ _  0.312 1.312_________0-709 0-085
E } 1 +  Q2 / 6 .0 1 +  Q2/ 15.02 1 +  Q2/44.08 1 +  Q2/154.2
qM AIN Z/q2 \ _  0-094 0-719_________0-418 0-005
M l  +  Q2/8.5 1 +  Q2/15.02 1 +  Q2/44.08 +  l  + Q2fZ55A'
(2.5)
This ansatz, taken from parameterizations of absolute cross sections measured at 
Mainz, provides a simple form factor description that fits the proton data very 
accurately. [Large experimental error bars preclude any hard conclusions as to how 
well the Mainz fit describes the neutron data.] The proton and neutron form factors
t1Tl S. Galster, et a/., Nucl. Phys. B33 221 (1979).
0 S1 G.G. Simon et ai., Nucl. Phys. Asss, 381 (1980), Nucl. Phys. Asse 285 (1981).
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are written (in terms of the Mainz form factors):
Gpe =  G%a in z  G% =  -T finG $ AINZ
g m  = ^ A,NZ G"u  =  ^ G T ,NZ  (2'6)
A second, extended Vector Dominance model (the Gari-Krumpelmann model), in­
corporating quark dynamics at large Q2 has also been shown to give a reasonable 
agreement with experimental data.t18) The effective interaction of the photon is 
described as being composed of two pieces: a direct interaction with the nucleon 
and a second term involving vector mesons. In the experimentally inaccessable 
time-like region (Q2 < 0 ), the meson contributions are dominant near the meson 
poles, giving rise to the origin of vector meson dominance.^20! However for Q2 > 0  
where the intermediate mesons are fax off-shell the direct contributions must be 
taken into account (extended vector meson dominance). The IJL model is based on 
describing the form factors as the product of an intrinsic nucleon form factor and a 
term describing the interaction of the bare nucleon (considered a Dirac particle) to 
the photon. The intrinsic nucleon form factor is then written as the sum of poles 
due to the u  and (j> scalar mesons and the p vector meson.
In the Gari-Krumpelmann model, the Sachs form factors are written as before in 
terms of Dirac and Pauli form factors:
G '‘E = F l(Q 1) + F*(Q3) GJ =  F,"(Qi ) +  f? (Q 2)
GrM =  f S W )  -  t FZ(<?) Gm  =  F ftQ 1) -  t F?(Q3)
(2 .7)
In turn the proton and neutron Dirac and Pauli form factors are written in terms 
of isoscalar and isovector components:
FT = It*?5 + F {v ) F’ = i(«sF/s + KVF ‘V)
? \ (2.8) 
K  =  -  F T )  F? =  3 (* s f / s  -  « < )
l19l M.Gari and W. Krumpelmann, Z. Phys. Asaa 689 (1985). 
F. Iachello, e t  at . ,  Phys. Lett. 4SB, 191 (1973).
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The isovector and isoscalar form factors have the form:
, 2
(2.9)
•with Ky — 3.706, k s  =  — 0.12,771,, =  0.776 GeV, and mu =  0.784 GeV. Apart from 
the form factors F\ and F2t the above equations contain only low-energy quantities 
(i.e. the /c’s and m ’s). The functions F\(Q2) and F2(Q2) provide the link between 
meson dynamics and quark dynamics. The functions are written in this model in 
the simple form:
i W 2) - — -  A’
A* +  <?2 Al  + Q2
f 2 (q 2) = .  - I . \-~..3
v 7 A? 4- C f i  L A? 4- Cf i  J? +  Q ^ A i +  Q2j (2.10)
l o g # QS
Qi  = Q2 22f£
log TV 9A a QCD
where the best fit to proton, neutron and pion form factor data gives gp/ f p =  0.377, 
kp =  6.62, g^/fot = 0.411, «w =  0.163, Ai =  0.795, A2 =  2.27 and Aqod = 0.29. 
This parameterization yields the Q~ 4 scaling (discussed in Section 2.3.3) that is 
predicted from perturbative QCD.
2.1.3 Q uark  M odels
Quark models describe the hadronic mass spectrum in terms of the color magnetic 
spin-spin interaction. The quark spin-dependent interaction breaks the mass de­
generacy for ground state baryons and also leads to a segregation of charge in the 
neutron. This gives a non-zero expectation value for the neutron electric form factor 
Gjj.t21! In a simple, classical estimate, the three valence quarks in the neutron
R.D. Carlitz, S.D. Ellis and R. Savit, Phys. Lett. ssB 443 (1977).
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are coupled by three harmonic oscillators. A perturbation is added to the Hamilto­
nian describing the system, inducing a shift in the ground state energy levels and 
splitting the nucleon and delta masses. This perturbation also alters the spatial 
distribution of the u- and d-quarks (i.e. the wave functions), resulting in a broader 
spatial distribution for the d-quarks and a negative value for the neutron charge 
radius.
Additionally, the inelastic as well as the elastic form factors can be calculated in 
the center-of-mass bag model from the spin dependent interaction.!22! However
this prescription requires a correction to the form factors below Q2 < 0.3 (GeV/c)2.
This correction due to pion-quark coupling at long distances is required in order 
to reproduce the magnetic moment. However at higher momentum transfers this 
theory may provide a reliable description of the underlying quark dynamics in the 
nucleon.
2.2 T h e  R osenb lu th  Technique
Before discussing the individual previous data points, it is worthwhile to mention 
briefly how the form factors were extracted from the measured cross sections. The 
traditional technique (essentially the only technique utilized in the following data) 
is suggested by the Rosenbluth formula!23! for the scattering cross section:
-  (Tmottfrecoil (  ^ E*+J Gm +  2 tG 2m  tan2 ^  
d i l  \  1 + r  2 /  (2 .11)
=  a ( tG2m (Q2) 4- e(0)G|.(C?2))
where A  = (T m o t t frecoil/ ( I  +  T)e(9) and e(9) =  [1 +  2(1 +  r ) t an 2 f ] -1 . [Physically 
e(9) is the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon and ranges from 0 to 1.] 
The form factors are extracted by changing E$ and 9 while holding Q2 constant. 
Multiple measurements at the same Q2 should yield a series of points lying along 
the same straight line when
1 dc 
A d(l
X. Song, J.S. McCarthy, Phys. Rev. C, as 1077 (1992).
M.N. Rosenbluth, Phys. Rev. ro  615 (1950).
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Figure 2 . 1  Relative error in the separated deuterium quasielastic longitudinal 
and transverse response functions as a function of the momentum transfer.
is plotted versus e(0). The slope of this line yields G%, and the y-intercept gives the 
value for . This is the basis of a Rosenbluth longitudinal-transverse separation 
or the so-called WL /T  separation” .
The kinematic dependence of the form factors (together with that of the Mott 
cross section) makes the extracted values of the form factors very sensitive to any 
systematic errors in the electron initial or final energies and the scattering a n g l e  6 . 
Separation of the coincidence cross section into the various electromagnetic response 
functions can provide very detailed and important information on the hadronic
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current. For example, various aspects of the reaction mechanism are expected 
to reveal themselves to different extents in these response functions. However, 
because of the typically large error magnification inherent in determining response 
functions from measured cross sections, their precise extraction requires the control 
of systematic errors to a high degree. In particular, at forward electron angles, 
where many Rosenbluth separation measurements are expected to be performed (to 
maximize the counting rate as well as the virtual photon longitudinal polarization 
lever arm in L /T  separations) the cross section is extremely sensitive to variations in 
the electron scattering angle. These extreme variations coupled with the relatively 
large experimental, acceptances needed to attain high statistical precision necessitate 
an accurate folding of theoretical models over the appropriate acceptance in order 
to have meaningful comparisons with data.
This is shown in Figure 2.1 which demonstrates how the effect of an error in the 
measurement of the quasielastic d(e,e') cross section is magnified in the longitudinal 
and transverse response functions.t24l What is plotted is the relative uncertainty in 
the response functions versus momentum transfer q as a result of a  1 % uncertainty 
in the cross section. As can be seen from Figure 2.1 the problem becomes worse with 
higher momentum transfer. At high Q2 the magnetic form factor Gm dominates 
the cross section:
r ^M  •>'> 1 (2.13)
meaning the fractional error in determining the slope (Gg) of the straight line 
becomes large.
2.3 T he P ro to n  D a ta
This section discusses the previous measurements of the proton form factors. Al­
though much better known than the neutron’s form factors, the proton form factors 
(especially the electric form factor) are not all that well known at high momentum 
transfer.
Traditional measurements of the form factors have relied on a Rosenbluth separation 
to extract Ge  and Gm* However as Q2 increases the contribution to the cross
[J*] p.E. Ulmer, private communication.
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section of the electric form factor is much smaller than the contribution of the 
magnetic form factor, as mentioned above, which results in the larger experimental 
uncertainty in the electric form factor.
2.3.1 P ro to n  E lectric Form  Factor
The ratio of the electric form factor to the dipole fit, G ^ / G d , is shown in Figure
2.2 a).t25) The solid circles are from Walker et al. (the previous reference), the 
“+ ” are from W. Bartel et al., t26i the hollow diamonds axe from Berger et al.,
the hollow circles are from Litt et al., t28i the X’s are from Janssens et al., t29I 
and the hollow squares axe from Katramatou et of ,l3°3 The data axe all from elastic 
scattering from hydrogen. Notice that the uncertainties grow to be significant (i.e. 
20% or greater) at Q2 > 1.0 (GeV/c)2; they are in the range of 5-10% at Q2 < 1.0 
(GeV/c)2.
The theoretical fits are also shown in Figure 2.2. The solid curve is the Gari- 
Krumpelmann model p r e d i c t i o n , t h e  dashed curve is due to Hohler et a 0 31l 
and is a VMD model which incorporates poles due to the p, <f>, and mesons. The 
dotted curve is the IJL model described in section 2.1.2 (another VMD model fit 
to the proton form factors). The dot-dashed curve is a calculation by Radyushkin 
using QCD sum rulesJ32!
2.3.2 P ro to n  M agnetic F orm  Factor
The proton magnetic form factor is the best known of the four nucleon form factors. 
Shown in Figure 2.2 b), the uncertainties are R* 5% over almost the entire range. The 
data sources are the same as for the electric form factor; similarly the description 
of the curves is also given in the previous section on GPE. It is worth noting that 
the data of Katramatou et al. given here were taken at an electron scattering angle
t3El R.C. Walker e t a l.,  Phys. Lett. B334 353 (1989); Baeo 522 (1990).
1**3 W.Baitel e t  a l., Phys. Lett, s o b  285 (1969); W.Bartel e t a l., Phys. Lett, s o b  407 (1972); 
W.Bartel e t a l., Nud. Phys. Bsa 429 (1973).
[J7J Ch. Berger e t a l., Phys. Lett. B 35 87 (1971),
tJ83 J. Litt e t a l., Phys. Lett. B s i  40 (1970).
tJ9l T. Janssens e t  at., Phys. Rev. 14a  922 (1966).
[3°] Katramatou e t  al., Nud. Instrum. Meth. asT 448 (1988).
t31l G. Hohler e t a l., Nud. Phys. BH4 505 (1976).
I323 A.V. Radyushkin, Acta. Phys. Polon. B is  403 (1984).
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of 180°; this gives a direct measurement of the transverse cross section or GVM and 
does not require a Rosenbluth separation to be performed on the data.
2.3.3 Scaling P red ictions
Perturbative QCD predicts that the helicity-conserving part of the scattering ampli­
tude {Fi the Dirac form factor) should scale differently than the helicity-flip partfF-j 
the Pauli form factor). [The Dirac and Pauli form factors, Fi and jPa, were defined 
in Section 1.2.4.] At high Q2, the helicity-flip part of the amplitude is suppressed 
with respect to Fi by a factor proportional to to2 /  Q2 where m q is the quark mass 
scale. 1331 The ratio (shown in Figure 2.2 c) of Q2F P/F f  should vary linearly at 
low Q2 and go to a constant at high Q2.
A second manifestation of these same scaling laws is shown in Figure 2.3. Naive 
quark counting rules predict that the evolution of F f  (and from the previous ar­
gument, therefore the evolution of G ^ )  with Q2 is given by the running of the 
strong coupling constant a s(Q2). [By the use of the term running coupling con­
stant, a t) what is meant is that the coupling constant is a function of Q2.] At 
high momentum transfer, this implies that Qi G^I should decrease logarithmically 
with increasing Q2. The rate of decrease is given by the magnitude of the scale 
parameter Aqcd-  Figure 2.3 shows Qi GpMnP versus Q2. The solid curve is the 
behavior predicted by Brodsky and Lepage^34! while the dashed curve is the scaling 
predicted by Chernyak and ZhitnitskyJ3^  The figure is from the work of Arnold 
et a i J 30l
2.4 T he N eu tron  D ata
Equation 1 .2 1  gives the elastic scattering cross section in terms of the Sachs form 
factors; however this it is valid only for scattering from an unbound nucleon. Since 
in the case of the neutron, only nuclear targets are available, one must account for 
the effects of interactions of the neutrons with the other nuclear constituents. Since 
the deuteron is the simplest nucleus, lending itself to relatively complete theoretical
t33l S.J. Brodsky and G.R. Farrar, Phys. Lett, s i  1133 (1973); Phys. Rev. D u  1309 (1975).
t343 S.J.Brodsky, G.P.Lepage, Phya. Scripta as 945 (1981).
t3sl V.L.Chernyak, I.R.Zhitnitaky, Phys. Rep. n a  173 (1984).
t3®] R.G.Arnold et al. Phys. Rev. Lett, s r  174 (1986).
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F igu re  2.3 Predicted Q* Scaling of the Proton Magnetic Form Factor, GVM .
calculations of the cross section (in the quasifree limit), it is chosen as the target. 
The scattering kinematics are chosen to be at the top of the quasielastic peak in 
order to minimize effects of meson exchange currents (MEC), isobar configurations 
(1C) and final state interactions (FS1). The question still remains however: How 
are the form factors of the neutron, bound in the deuteron, different from the form 
factors of the free neutron?
Previous measurements of G% and G1^  were done primarily by three methods: 
d(e,e') inclusive elastic and quasielastic scattering, d(e,e'p) anti-coincidence mea­
surements and d(e,e'n) coincidence experiments. Because the first method relies 
on subtracting the proton part of the cross section, it requires good knowledge of 
the deuteron wave function; additionally, it requires performing an L /T  separa­
tion, which requires very careful control of systematic errors. The second method, 
wherein one detects an electron and does not detect a coincident proton also requires
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knowledge of the deuteron wave function in order to account for all the processes 
whereby one might not see the coincident proton; additionally it requires careful 
attention to the efficiency of the proton detectors and the hardware for the same 
reason.
2.4.1 N eu tro n  E lectric  Form  Facto r
is the smallest of the four nucleon form factors at low and intermediate mom­
entum transfers. It is also (not surprisingly then) the least well known. The only 
accurate measurement is of the slope of G£  at zero momentum transfer (this comes 
from the scattering of thermal neutrons off of atomic electrons) ;t37l
Measurements of G% have relied on performing Rosenbluth separations to determine 
the value of the neutron’s longitudinal cross section or Gjj2. Quasielastic scatter­
ing measurements on deuterium by Hughes et a l and Braess et a(J45l found a 
negative value for Gg2 (an unphysical result which demonstrates the difficulty of 
subtracting two large numbers to determine a small “perturbation”). Figure 2.4 
a) shows the behavior of GJj measured by Platchkov et a lJ38! in elastic electron- 
deuteron scattering using the Paris potential wave function. However this result is 
strongly model dependent. Figure 2.4 b) shows the fits to the data for the Nijmegen 
potential (dash-dotted), the Argonne V14 potential (dashed), the Paris potential 
(solid) and the Paris potential (solid).
Note that the cross section is sensitive to the square of G]g, not Gg itself. There­
fore the sign of cannot be determined by Rosenbluth separations. However 
another source of information on G"% is the study of the electroproduction of pions 
on protons:
e + p —► e +  n -{- 7r+ (2.15)
Figure 2.5 shows the extracted values of G]g. from this approach. The open circles
L.Koester et al .  Phys. Rev. Lett. 34 1021 (1976). 
t38] S. Platchkov et al,, Nucl. Phys, a b o s  343c (1990).
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are from Hand,t39J the closed circles are from Titov et ai.t40! and the triangles axe 
from the work of Mistretta et Although the error bars are large and there
are additional model dependencies, the data tend to prefer a negative value for G^. 
This appears inconsistent with the low Q2 results obtained from thermal neutron 
scattering experiments.
The study of the asymmetry in the scattering of polarized electrons from deuterium, 
detecting the recoil neutron polarization as described by Arnold et a l./42l offers the 
most promising avenue to determine by measuring this polarized cross section.
t3®] L.Hand, Phys, Rev. ia»  1834 (1863).
[40] Y.I. Titov et at .  Yad. Fix.  13541 (1971).
t4ll C.Miatretta et al. Phys. Rev. iae 1487 (1965).
I<31 R.G. Arnold et a l .  Phya, Rev. C as 363 (1981).
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Figure 2.5 Gg from the electroproduction of pions on nucleons. Although the 
uncertainties are large, the data seems to show a preference for a negative value of
This cross section has terms that are sensitive to the product of G'j^G'% and should 
offer a chance to measure not only the magnitude but the sign of G% as well. This 
measurement constitutes the thesis of a second student [T. Eden] involved in this 
experiment from Kent State University.
2.4.2 N e u tro n  M agnetic  Form  F ac to r
There have been several past measurements of the neutron magnetic form factor 
Gm  which raises a question as to the state of the current knowledge of G ^-  Figure 
2.6 shows the world supply of data on G ^  at intermediate energies. Three general 
points about the data can be made. First, there are large error bars (of the order of 
20-30%) for the data set. Secondly, the data set is internally inconsistent, meaning 
succesive measurements at the same value of Q2 disagree outside of the error bars. 
The third point is the error bars themselves: they are interesting and it is worthwhile 
to discuss the uncertainty resulting from each measurement individually.
The work of Hughes et (shown as hollow squares with error bars due only
[*al E.B.Hughes e t  a l . ,  Phys. Rev. 138 B458 (1965); E.B.Hughes et al., Phys. Rev. i * t  973 (1966).
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to the statistical uncertainty and a 5% global theoretical uncertainty), Grossetete 
et of J44) (shown as diamonds with error bars essentially just due to the statistical 
uncertainty), and Braess et af J45J (shown as asterisks with error bars due to both 
the systematic and statistical uncertainties), all used the method of single-arm 
quasielastic scattering from deuterium where the proton cross section is subtracted 
from the deuteron cross section to extract the neutron form factors.
The subtraction technique is problematic: Both Hughes et al. and Braess et al. 
extracted negative values of {G%)2■ No additional error was added to G ^  due to 
this extraction of a nonphysical value of (G-g)2. Nor was any error due to the FSI, 
or nucleon-nucleon potential taken into account. These errors are significant in the 
present analysis (see Chapter 5), and are presumably better able to be calculated 
in the present models. These are the only existing data in the range of momentum 
transfer where the present experimental points fall.
It has been noted by Hanson et a/J47J that the measurements from Hughes et al.t43i 
of the ratios of the neutron-to-proton cross sections decrease, as the scattering angle 
9 goes to zero, more rapidly than the other measurements; this is what lead to the 
extraction of the negative value of Gj| 2 previously mentioned.
Budnitz e< al J46I (shown as hollow circles with error bars due to the statistical and 
theoretical uncertainties) and Hanson et alS47^  (shown as X’s with statistical error 
bars), both used the “anti-coincidence” technique where one attempts to detect 
(e,e'p) and if the proton is not detected (i.e; d(e,efp) ), the scattered electron 
is associated with scattering from a neutron. [The idea being if a proton is not 
observed at the correct kinematics calculated from u> and q , assuming no recoil, then 
the scattering was from a neutron. This “anti-coincidence” method relies on detailed 
knowledge of the nucleon wavefunctions and detector efficiencies to understand all 
the processes by which a proton might not have been detected. It also gives results 
for Crjjf which tend to lie above the other measurement techniques. [Budnitz et
t44l B.Grossetete, S.Julian and P.Lehmann, Phys. Rev. 141 1435 (1966).
C4B] D.Braess,D.Hasselmann and G.Kramer, Z. Phys. l»s 527 (1967).
(4#1 R.J.Budnits e t  al. ,  Phys. Rev. i t s  1357 (1968).
(471 K.M.Hanson e t  at . ,  Phys. Rev. D s 753 (1973),
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al. varied the electron-proton cross section by 5% and examined the effect on the 
extracted neutron magnetic form factor to obtain their theoretical uncertainty.] 
The third method of d(e,efn) coincidence measurements (used in the present ex­
periment) has been used only twice before, each time at high momentum transfer. 
Stein et al. (shown as hollow triangles with statistical error bars) and Bartel 
(shown as hollow stars with essentially statistical error bars) t49) both used this 
method, although they relied on measuring protons and taking the ratio of the pro­
ton to neutron cross sections. The advantage of an electron-neutron coincidence 
measurement is that it eliminates the large quasifree scattering contribution from 
the proton. The major difficulty in d(e,e'n) coincidence measurements is obtaining 
an absolute calibration of the efficiency for detecting neutrons. The two prior coin­
cidence experiments determined the efficiency by the associated particle technique 
with the reaction 7  -f- p —* 7r+ +  n; the present experiment utilizes the reaction 
7 d —*■ pn and makes an absolute determination of the cross section.
J48] P.Stein e t  al., Phys. Rev. Lett, is  592 (1966).
[4B] W.Bartel et  al . ,  Phys. Lett. 30B  285 (1969); W.Bartel e t  a l . ,  Phys. Lett. M B  407 (1972); 
W.Bartel et at., Nud. Phys. BBS 429 (1973).
Chapter 3
Experim ental A pparatus and D ata Acquisition
The magnetic form factor was extracted from the cross section. To measure the 
cross section, virtual photons were scattered from neutrons. Virtual photons were 
obtained by accelerating electrons to intermediate energies and then scattering the 
electrons quasielastically from neutrons in a deuterium target. [ A pure neutron 
target would have been preferable, but such targets are not available.] This required 
preparing a liquid deuterium target (because a gas target would not have a high 
enough density to make the experimental counting rates reasonable). The scattered 
electron and ejected neutron were detected in coincidence (which eliminated the 
dominant electron-proton contribution to the quasielastic d(e,e') process).
The experiment was performed at the M.I.T./Bates Linear Accelerator Center in 
Middleton Massachusetts during the Winter and Spring of 1989-1990. The South 
Experimental Hall on Beam Line B was used in conjunction with the OHIPS mag­
netic spectrometer. The neutron detectors were built at Kent State University for 
the G% measurement of the neutron’s electric form factor. This chapter describes 
the accelerator, the electron spectrometer, the associated detector package and the 
neutron detectors. Additionally the trigger system and data acquisition system are 
described along with the experimental control.
3.1 T he B a tes  Linear A ccelerator and B eam line B
The Bates Linear Accelerator is a 1 GeV two-pass machine. (See Figure 3.1.) 
Electrons are shot out of the injector at an energy of 20 MeV and accelerated up 
to as much as 500 MeV during their first pass down the accelerator. The electrons 
can then be either split off to one of the two experimental areas or sent through the 
recirculator to be accelerated a second time. The beam is a pulsed beam with a 
duty factor of up to 1 %, with pulse widths of 16 microseconds and a repetition rate 
of up to 600 Hertz. During this experiment the average beam current was between
(38)
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0.5 and 1.0 microamps, or about 0.1 milliamps peak current.
The beam energy, E q, was determined by passing the beam through the magnet 
FB I, a calibrated dipole magnet in the 12° beam line. By measuring the current 
input into the dipole FBI and determining the beam position after the beam emerges 
from the dipole with a pair of adjustable slits, the energy can be calculated.!50! The 
formula for calculating the incident beam energy is given below; for a  more detailed 
description see reference tso! from which this part was taken.
jp n o m in a l
E  — (3 11
0 ”  0.987 +  (5.6 x 10"s x E$ominal) K ' }
where:
Enomtnai =  the energy the machine determines by FB I,
calibrated through the 14 degree line, (in MeV).
E q =  the corrected energy of the initial beam, (in MeV).
This calculation is the result of previous fitting of multiple peaks horn a BeO-C 
sandwich target, using the spectrometer ELSSY (the Electron Loss Spectrometer 
System at Bates) and comparing the results to the energy determined horn the 
measured current in the magnet FBI. However the model (i.e. the fitting of the 
peaks using the routine MINUIT !51! neglects hysteresis effects in ELSSY, which 
can introduce an error of 0.2%. [The errors due to fitting were significantly smaller 
than this.] This parameterization of the incident energy was performed at six beam 
energies, ranging from 110 -  565 MeV. Subsequent discussions with the staff of 
the Bates Accelerator Center concerning the spread of the calibration data led to 
increasing the total size of the uncertainty in the electron energy to 0.5%. !52! 
Figure 3.1 shows the accelerator and Beamline B. Essentially after coming out of the 
LIN AC the beam travelled approximately 40 meters before making two 45° turns 
(for a total of 90°). The beam then entered the South Hall where the beamline
M  D.H. Beck, Ph.D. Theaia, M.I.T. (1986), unpubliehed.
t8ll MINUIT: CERN Program Library, Documents D506 and D516.
tBal c .  Tschalaer, D. Tieger, W. Sapp and J. Flane, private communication.
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joined an evacuated target chamber before continuing to the beam dump. The 
target was contained inside the chamber, mounted on a movable target ladder. 
Besides containing the liquid deuterium target cell, the ladder also held space for 
an empty cell mounted directly below the deuterium target cell and up to five thin 
solid targets held in frames below the empty target. For this experiment a BeO 
and two carbon targets (made of naturally occurring carbon with thicknesses of 
23.58 mg/cm2 and 456.24 mg/cm2) were used. Besides giving us calibration and 
normalization data, the BeO also was useful in visually determining the position 
of the beam on target. The target ladder could be raised and lowered via remote 
control from either the floor of the South Hall (for tests and assembly) or the South 
Hall Counting Bay (during the actual experiment).
The beam current was measured with two independent compensated toroid current 
transformers just upstream of the target separated by about 2 - 3  meters. The use 
of two monitors ensures consistency as well as providing a measure of protection 
against beam missteer. In the past these beam charge monitors have achieved 
long term accuracies of 0.1%. The monitors use the pulsed beam current as the 
primary for a ferrite toroid transformer whose secondary is fed into a low impedance 
current amplifier. The amplifier drives a current source in a linear gate (which is 
opened by the beam gate). The output from the linear gate gets fed to a precision 
integrator, Brookhaven Instrument Co. Model 1 0 0 0 C. The toroids were calibrated 
at the begmnning of the experiment and the calibration verified several times during 
the course of the experiment. The calibration was done by feeding pulses from a 
gated current source (Berkely Nucleonics Corp. Model 7030) into a one turn primary 
(“Q-loop”) in the transformer. t53l
3.2 T he Target
The target was a liquid deuterium cylindrical cell, cooled by coils carrying refrig­
erated helium. The temperatures of the target, the refrigerated helium going into 
the coils and the helium coming out of the cooling coils were monitored by carbon 
glass resistors, find the target pressure was monitored by a pressure transducer.
[53] p,c. Dunn, Nucl. Inat. Meth. i«b 163 (1979),
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Table 3.1 The Deuterium Target.
Inner Diameter 5.062 ±  0.005 cm
Outer Diameter 5.072 ±  0.005 cm
Nominal Wall Thickness 0.005 cm
Nominal Pressure 50 psi
Nominal Temperature 21 Kelvin
Nominal Density 0.1688 ±  0.0017 g/cm 3
The target was operated at a nominal temperature of 21 Kelvin and a pressure of 
50 psi for deuterium. The deuterium density was calculated to be 0.1688 ±  0.0017 
g/cm 3 from the saturation tables in NBS report 9276. Luminosity studies
under experimental conditions determined that the maximum observed variation in 
density was 1 % with beam on target.
A schematic of the target is shown in Figure 3.2. The cylindrical cell wall was 
0.005 centimeters thick (the electrons passed through the walls twice, enterng and 
exiting, giving a total wall thickness of 2 x 0.005 =  0.010 cm) and constructed of 
the compound Elgiloy, composed of 40% cobalt, 20% chromium, 15% nickel, 7% 
molybdenum, 2 % manganese, 0.1% carbon and the remainder of iron. Elgiloy has 
a density of 0.300 lbs/cubic inch or 8.369 g/cm3. The amount of Elgiloy then was 
0.0850 g/cm 2. The ratio of deuterium to Elgiloy is 10.05 -  to -  1.0 by mass.
At room temperature and pressure, the target cell had an inner diameter of 5.0444 
±  0.0038 centimeters, and an outer diameter of 5.0546 ±0.0038 centimeters. With 
an inner pressure of 40 -  60 psi (the same conditions as the experiment was run at) 
the diameter increased by 0.0178 ±  0.0025 centimeters, giving the effective diameter 
of 5.062 ±  0.005 centimeters for the experiment J55l
The target density for hydrogen was computed from Equation 3.2 to be 0.072165 
with the computer program DENSLIQ^56! which used the parameters for the virial
R. Prydz, NBS REPORT 9276, The Thermodynamic Properties of Deuterium (1967).
M. Farkondeh, private communication. 
tB°] W. Turchinetz and W. Schmitt, private communication,
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F ig u re  3.2 Target Schematic side view.
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equation of state at saturation given in the CRC tablesJ57)
p =  Pe + Ai A T 0-380 + A 2 A T 0*380 +  A3A 2 14/ 3 +  A4A T 5' 3 +  As A T 2 (3.2)
where:
p — density in mol/cm3
Pe — 0.01559
Ai = 7.3234603 xlO " 3
A2 = -4.4074261 xlO - 4
A3 6.6207946 x l0 “ 4
A4 = -2.9226363 xlO " 4
As = 4.0084907 x l0 “ 5
A T = temperature in Kelvin for T< 32.976 K
The uncertainty in the density of hydrogen was ±2%.
3.3 O H IPS
The OHIPS (One Hundred Inch Proton Spectrometer) magnetic spectrometer was 
used to detect the electrons. OHIPS is a QQD (quadrupole-quadrupole-dipole) with 
a 90° vertical bend as shown in Figure 3.3. There are several theses from M.I.T. 
which detail both the spectrometer and the detector package for OHIPS. [68H59][fl0] 
OHIPS is instrumented to accept a ±  4.4% ^  maximum momentum acceptance. 
The drift distance to the first quadrupole on OHIPS can be varied; longer drift 
distances enhance resolution but sacrifice solid angle. For this experiment the drift 
distance from the target to the first quadrupole was adjusted to be 1.770 meters (to 
match the solid angle of the neutron detectors for the G% part of the experiment) 
and the standard focus was used. In the standard focus OHIPS has point-to-point 
focussing in both the bend plane (< x\9 >  =  0 ) and the transverse plane (< y\<f> >
t57f CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, f-65, 70th ed. 
t“ ] P.E. Ulmer, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1987), unpublished.
[•I R.W. Lourie, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1986), unpublished.
I0°l L.B. Weinstein, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1988), unpublished.
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=  0), The total flight path to the wire chambers was 9.446 meters. The momentum 
dispersion (<  x\S >) is 4.19 cm/%  and the resolution achieved in the past is of the 
order of 1 x 10- 3  (better than the nominal beam resolution of 2.5 x 10- 3  of the 
accelerator). Table 3.2 summarizes the OHIPS characteristics.
Table 3.2 OHIPS Parameters.
Collimated Solid Angle 2.43 msr
Momentum Acceptance ±  4.4%
Maximum Momentum 1300 MeV/c
Momentum Resolution
Design MO " 3
Best Obtained 1.4*10” 3
Angular Acceptance
Scattering Plane (6 ) 56.2 mr
Bend Plane ($) 56.2 mr
Angular Range 17° -  140°
Dipole Radius of Curvature 2.54 m
Bend Angle 90®
Plight Path 9.446 m
OHIPS was used with a small (2.43 msr) circular collimator inserted which con­
strained the matching neutron solid angle to be smaller than the geometric accep­
tance. This also makes the results insensitive to the details of the electron transport 
optics, i.e. the electron acceptance is purely geometrical. The electron scattering 
angle was 47.0,42.0, and 37.0 degrees for incident energies of 444, 636, and 8 6 8  MeV. 
The OHIPS momentum acceptance (±4.4% in hardware) was restricted to ±2.0% 
in software during replay. This restricted the recoil momentum range sampled and 
limited the focal plane of OHIPS to a region where the efficiency is uniform.
3.3.1 The O H IP S  D etec to r Package
This section describes the OHIPS detector package used for the experiment. The 
detectors consisted of a stack of scintillators, a VDCX wire chamber and a gas
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D ipole
c o llim a to r
Figure  3.3 The OHIPS Spectrometer is a quadrupole-quadrupole-dipole with a 
90° bend.
Cerenkov counter. Figure 3.4 shows the OHIPS focal plane detector package. Not 
shown is the Cerenkov detector which was between scintillators Si and S2.
3 .3 .1 .1  T he Scintillator Stack
The OHIPS scintillators are used to give a fast trigger and provide timing informa­
tion, as well as limit possible particle trajectories. The scintillator stack consisted 
of 3 scintillators: SO, Si, and S2. All were constructed of Bicron BC408 plastic 
scintillant. SO and Si are both double-ended (i.e. there is a  lightguide on both 
ends that leads to a RCA 8575 photomultiplier tube or PMT). The two ends, SOA 
(S1A) and SOB (SIB) are meantimed in hardware. Scintillator S2 is single-ended. 
An OHIPS single arm trigger (the electron SAT) consisted of a logical “AND” be­
tween the meantimed signals from SO and SI (SOMT and SlM T, respectively) and 
S2.
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Figure  3.4 The OHIPS focal plane showing the detector package. Not shown is 
the Cerenkov detector which was between scintillators SI and S2.
Both SO and Si are parallel to the focal plane (and the VDCX) at an angle of 45° to 
the central ray. S2 was perpendicular to the central ray (at an angle of 90°), making 
it parallel to the ground. Scintillators SO and SI are 3/16 inch thick by 8  inches 
wide by 26 inches long. S2 is 1/2 inch thick by 10 inches wide by 30 inches long. 
These dimensions are all larger than the active area of the VDCX wire chambers 
(which had an active area of almost 40 cm or less than 15.75 inches in the dispersive 
direction).
3.3.1.2 T he V D C X  W ire  C ham ber
The OHIPS focal plane is equipped with a VDCX (Vertical Drift Chamber -  
Crossed) for measuring the particles position and the single of the track in the focal
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plane ( s / ) ^ / ,y / , 0y) ^  and which lies in the focal plane of the spectrometer, at 
an angle 0 =  45° to the central ray. The VDCX consists of two separate planes of 
104 signal wires each. The wires are spaced 4.23 mm apart, at angles of <f> =  45° 
and 135° respectively to the Xf and yy coordinate system (i.e., the wires are at 45° 
and 135° to the frames). Each of the two wire planes is sitting between high voltage 
planes of aluminized mylar, set at an operating voltage of 9.2 kV. Surrounding the 
wires in the chambers is a gas mixture of 50% argon and 50% isobutane.
Figure 3.5 shows a typical track through the VDCX, with the charge collected 
on four wires. From the measured drift times, the distances from the wire are 
computed and a straight line is fitted to the particles track. A good track in one 
plane is characterized by three or four hits; if there are fewer hits than three the 
event is not analyzed.
3.3.1.3 T he  Cerenkov D etecto r
OHIPS was also supplied with a COa gas Cerenkov counter situated behind the 
scintillator stack in the detector hut. The Cerenkov made it possible to do parti­
cle separation to distinguish between pions and electrons. The physical size of the 
detector however (1 meter) was smaller than the beam envelope at this point. Our 
cuts of ±  2 % on momentum were small enough (16.8 cm at the focal plane) to fit 
inside the Cerenkov detector. As had been anticipated, pion production was kine­
matically forbidden, and the correction for pions was small. Pulse height amplitude 
and timing information from the PMT was recorded.
3.3.2 T he O H IPS D e tec to r E lectronics
This section describes the associated detector electronics for the OHIPS focal plane 
detection package. These electronics formed the electron Single Arm Trigger and 
provided readout of the position and angle of the particle, as well as timing infor­
mation.
3.3.2.1 T he Single A rm  Trigger
The OHIPS SAT (Single Arm Trigger) formed the electron half of the first level of 
[flll W. Bertozzi e t a l., Nucl. Inflt. Meth. 141, 457 (1977).
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F ig u re  3.5 A typical track through one of the VDCX planes intersecting four 
wires.
the coincidence trigger. It was formed from fast signals coining from the scintillators 
SO, S I, and S2 in the OHIPS detector package. Figure 3.6 shows the OHIPS SAT. 
The OHIPS scintillators SO and SI logic signals are both meantimed in hardware. 
Together with the logic signal from the scintillator S2 , the three form the input to a 
majority logic unit (MLU). The output of this MLU forma the OHIPS SAT (Single 
Arm Trigger). The OHIPS SAT forms the first level of the coincidence trigger. For 
this experiment we required all three logic signals to be present to form the SAT. 
[Here logic signals means that the signal was discriminated first (i.e., conveys timing 
information only) and linear signals refer to analog signals which carry information 
concerning the pulse height.] Additionally the signals from the scintillator PMTs 
were sent to ADCs and TDCs where pulse height and timing information was stored.
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F igure  3.8 The OHIPS Single Arm Trigger 
3 .3 .2 .2 The V D C X  R eadout
The OHIPS VDCX is instrumented with a delay line system with 208 wires (104 
wires per plane). There are eight delay lines (four per wire plane). Every fourth 
wire in a given plane is connected to the same delay line, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
Both ends of a delay line are sent to a  TDC. The delay lines then have a toted of 
either 25 or 26 wires connected to them via an MVL100 amplifier/discriminator 
card. A small piece of RG 174 wire with a known fixed delay, r  =  2.2 ns, joins 
adjacent wire taps. The arrival time of the signal at both left and right ends of 
the delay line is measured in a TDC (time-to-digital converter). From the arrival 
times, t£, and tji, the position of the hit wire and the drift time to the wire can be 
determined. Because there are many wires connected to the same delay line such a 
system is susceptible to noise and cannot handle extremely high event rates.
The number of the wire and the drift time to the wire were determined by the
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Figure 3.7 The OHIPS VDCX delay line readout system.
following algorithm: let t<i be the drift time to wire n and let N be the total number 
of wires along the delay line. Then
<L =  id +  (n -  l ) r  +  Tl
(3.3)
<it =  id +  (IV -  n )r  +  Tr  
where T l  ( T r )  is the total delay from the left (right) end of the delay line to the 
CAMAC TDC. Solving these equations for the drift time, t&, and number, n, of the 
struck wire:
n  =  ^ [ i i  -  ifl -  (T l  -  T r ) + ( N  + l )r ]  
td =  \ \ t l  +  *a -  (Z i +  Tr) - ( N -  l)r]
(3.4)
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Figure 3.8 The Time Difference Spectrum of left minus right ends.
Figure 3.8 shows a typical wire number spectrum (or delay line difference spectrum); 
notice the regular spaced peaks. The peaks correspond to successive wire hits; 
the intervals between the peaks correspond to integer values of the wire number 
multiplied by the wire spacing, r .  The width of the peaks is due to the timing 
resolution. If we had perfect timing resolution the peaks would be one-channel 
delta functions. In practice drift times were converted to drift distances before 
calculating the intercept.
3.4 N eu tro n  A rm
This section describes the neutron arm which was designed at Kent State University.f62l 
tfl3l The neutron arm consisted of twelve neutron detectors, along with three thin
t02l R. Madey, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, ss, 231 (1989).
t»3] T. Eden and R. Madey, KSUCNR-013-90 (1990); T.Eden, R.Madey and T.Reichelt, KSUGNR-
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F igu re  3.9 The coincidence setup utilizing OHIPS as the electron arm and the 
front 4 counts in the neutron polarimeter as the neutron arm.
charged-particle veto counters, situated inside a shielding hut. Originally designed 
for measuring the polarization transferred to the neutron by a polarized electron, 
the front set of counters was used together with a modified neutron Single Arm Trig­
ger to measure the d(e,e'n) cross section. Figure 3.9 shows the neutron detectors 
and the shielding along with the OHIPS spectrometer and the neutron detectors 
in the coincidence setup used for the experiment. Figure 3.10 shows the neutron 
detectors and the shielding configuration from a) the top view and b) the side view.
3 .4 .1  The N eu tron  D etectors
The neutron polarimeter, as described in Reference la2l, consisted of a total of 
12 scintillators, grouped into three stacks. The front four scintillators were liquid
016-90 (1990).
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F igu re  3.10 The Neutron Detectors and the shielding hut: a)side view, b: top 
view.
999999^
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F igure  3.11 A neutron scintillator.
mineral oil counters (Bicron BC517L with a  hydrogen -  to -  carbon ratio of 2:1) 
and the two rear sets were plastic (NE-102). Rear detectors 5 - 8  were located at 
a polar angle of 8 =  22.5° and azimuthal angle 0 =  0° and detectors 9 - 1 2  were 
located at a polar angle of 6 = 22.5° and azimuthal angle <f> =  180°. The rear 
scintillators were 1.02 meters long, while the front four were 0.508 meters long.
In front of each of the three sets was a thin (3/8 inch) plastic scintillator to veto 
any charged particles. For the measurement of the cross section and the subsequent 
extraction of G'fa only the front set of counters was used. The front set used a 
lucite plastic with a wall thickness of 3/8 inch to contain the mineral oil. A cell 
cap on each end adapted the light pipe to the larger size of the scintillator housing. 
Thermal expansion of the liquid was allowed for in an expansion chamber mounted 
on top of each liquid scintillator. Figure 3.11 shows a sketch of one of the liquid 
scintillators.
The front scintillators were located a distance of 3.63 meters from the target (to the 
center point between detectors 2 and 3). This gives a solid angle of 9.67 milliradians 
(139 milliradians in the scattering plane by 69 milliradians in the out-of-plane angle). 
The detector stands used for the experiment were designed and built at Kent State 
University specifically for the Gg experiment. The height of the stands places the 
center of the detectors at the height of the Bates South Hall beamline, taking into 
account the two feet of concrete shielding tha t the detectors sat on.
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Table 3 .3  Neutron Detectors.
Nominal Solid Angle 9.67 msr
Coincidence
Time-of-Flight Resolution
Design 1 .0  ns
Best Obtained 1 .2  ns
Angular Acceptance
Scattering Plane (<?) 139 mr
Bend Plane (<f>) 69 mr
Central Angle 57°
Central Flight Path 3.63 m
3 .4 .2  The N eu tron  Electronics
The left and right sides of each neutron detector were meantimed in hardware in 
the hutJ64! The meantimed signal and the difference between left and right were 
then sent to discriminators and then to TDC’s which were read out in CAMAC. 
The threshold of the hardware discriminator was adjusted to be approximately 1 
MeVee for the front detectors. Additionally the analog of the meantimed signal 
was sent to an ADC. [For pulse height monitoring only the analog ADC signal was 
readout in CAMAC.] The neutron single arm trigger (n-SAT) for the experiment 
consisted of an “OR” of the meantimed signals from the four detectors. [An OR 
gate is true if any of the input signals is true.]
Additionally there was a thin (3/8 inch) scintillator located in front of the liquid 
scintillators which served to veto charged particles as previously mentioned; orig­
inally the “OR” gate which served as the neutron SAT was inhibited by a signal 
from the TDC of the veto. Due to the large accidental deadtimes this incurred, this 
veto was done in software instead. Figure 3.12 shows the neutron SAT as used for 
this experiment (i.e. without the rear detectors in the trigger).
A.R. Baldwin and R. Madey, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 1T1 149 (1980).
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Figure  3.12 The Neutron Single Arm Trigger (n-SAT).
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3.4.3 T he Shielding Enclosure
The neutron detectors were situated inside a shielding enclosure with a front face 
of 4 inches of lead sandwiched between two 1.25-inch-thick steel plates. The roof 
and sides were composed respectively of 2- and 4- foot thick slabs of reinforced, 
high density (p =  3.9 g/cm3) concrete; a serpentine personnel access was provided 
on one side. The neutron trigger electronics was located beside the detectors in 
the hut, in a rack which held the NIM electronics used to form the meantimed and 
summed signals. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 a) and b) show the shielding hut.
3.5 C oincidence Trigger
The inputs to the coincidence trigger were the two Single Arm Triggers: n-SAT and 
e-SAT. These two signals were the output of the first stage of the trigger. Then the 
width of the e-SAT was increased to 100 ns by an adjustable-width discriminator 
(as shown in Figure 3.13). This means that any output of the e-SAT and the n- 
SAT coincidence decision (the AND gate labelled “coin” in Figure 3.13) retained the 
timing of the hadron (i.e., neutron) side. This output was “OR”-ed with a prescaled 
fraction of the separate single arm triggers (i.e., the OR of a set fraction, in this 
case one out of every 2 n events where n  is an integer chosen by the experimenter, 
of the e-SAT and the coincidences formed the e trig and separately the OR of a 
set fraction of the n-SAT and the coincidences formed the n trig), and finally the 
output of the two sides (consisting on the electron side of either a coincidence or 
a prescaled e-SAT and on the neutron side consisting of either a coincidence or a 
prescaled n-SAT) was used to form the event trigger. Prescaling allowed monitoring 
of the behavior of individual detector arms independent from the coincidence yield 
while simultaneously allowing the acquisition of coincidence data. The event trigger 
formed a LAM (Look At Me, a CAMAC flag telling the computer to read out and 
write the event to tape).
A few other features of the trigger axe worth mentioning:
First notice that before the event trigger is formed, the e-trig and the n-trig are 
put back into an AND gate with a separate branch of their respective SAT that 
preserves the timing of the particular SAT (i.e., the e-trig and the n-trig are retimed
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so that the electron side is in time with itself and the neutron side is in time with 
itself). These retimed signals are used to generate the TDC starts and stops and 
the ADC gates. That is to say the trigger preserves the single arm timing of each 
side separately.
Secondly, notice in Figure 3.13 that after each logic decision the output is sent to a 
scaler which keeps track of the number of times the particular logic test was passed. 
This proved to be very important since part of the trigger failed for a macroscopic 
period of time. [The failure was probably due to either a loose cable or a bad 
electronics module.] By examining the scaler results, we could determine that the 
output of the AND gate labelled “coin” in Figure 3.13 vanished for several runs. 
Using this information as a diagnostic, we were able to identify and discard the 
affected data. The scalers also allowed normalization of the data for inefficiencies 
in the data acquisition process.
Thirdly, notice the inhibits on several logic units. The transmission time of the 
CAMAC readout (approximately 1 millisecond) limited us to taking only one event 
per beam burst. In order not to mix up events, the trigger was inhibited for the 
rest of the beam burst once the LAM had been formed. It is necessary to know the 
number of LAMs since computer deadtime can cause the number of events written 
to tape to be less than the actual number of LAMs. [Again the true number of 
coincidences and LAMs was recorded in scalers.] Monitoring of pile-up events 
enabled the software veto of possibly corrupt events. [In practice, at our rates we 
did not see any significant number of pile-up events.]
A number of adjustable delays (not shown) were used to keep the relative time of the 
trigger such that the two sides were in phase with each other. Finally the coincidence 
trigger outputs provided inputs to visual scalers, CAMAC pattern units to label an 
event as an electron prescale event, a  neutron prescale event, a coincidence event 
or as electron or neutron pile-up events.
The design of this coincidence trigger is similar to other triggers used in the past 
at Bates. It can be used in principle by any pair of detectors or spectrometers used 
in coincidence. Switching between single arm data (used for normalization and 
calibration runs) and coincidence data was easily done by changing the prescaling
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fraction to 1:1. The timing of the coincidence gates was easy to adjust, which was 
important for the neutron efficiency runs where protons (with their slower velocities) 
were detected in OHIPS instead of electrons (which were all travelling at essentially 
the speed of light). Over the path length of the OHIPS spectrometer, the difference 
between a particle moving at 1/3 the speed of light (the typical speed for the protons 
in the efficiency runs) and an ultrarelativistic particle is roughly 2 0  nanoseconds.
3.6 D ata  A cquisition and E xperim ental Control
This section gives an overview of the Q data acquisition and replay system developed 
at LAMPF for the RSX-1 1 M and VMS operating systems. f65J It describes the 
structure and purpose of the Q system, and mentions the major components as well 
as describing the flow of data.
3.6.1 Structure and P urpose
The Q data acquisition was developed to provide experimentalists with a general 
purpose data acquisition environment. I t contains the functions required by al­
most all experiments such as a histogramming package, test package, acquisition 
and storage of data, or starting and stopping runs. The design took into account 
how to effectively partition the tasks involved in data acquisition and analysis, or 
the “division of labor.” By providing modular specialized routines and functions 
common to most experiments, Q enables the experimenter to concentrate on the 
physics at hand without worrying about issues such as buffering of the data, mem­
ory allocation, shared memory regions, queueing systems and such. Additionally, in 
the case of special or unique experimental requirements only those pieces that are 
of use need to be utilized. In a typical experiment the experimenter is responsible 
only for a few specific pieces of code unique to his experiment (such as the Fortran 
analyzer or the code which defines the event word order).
Originally, Q was developed for the DEC PDP-11 and then ported over to the 
RSX-1 1 M and VAX/VMS operating system systems. Required hardware includes 
a CAMAC system, the LAMPF trigger module that resides in the CAMAC crate,
tas] LAMPF Document MP-1-3401-3, Introduction to Q (1985).
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F igu re  3.13 The Coincidence Trigger.
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an MBD (Microprogrammed Branch Driver), a  VAX computer with a UNIBUS or 
Qbus and Qbus to Unibus converter to attach the MBD, and a graphics t e r m i n a l .  
Additionally a magnetic tape drive to record the data on is usually needed (although 
it is possible to store the data onto disk).
3.6.2 T he M a jo r C om ponen ts
The software modules that are part of the Q system have been written as component 
subsystems. There are essentially nine of them: the user-written analyzer, the QAL 
code, the real time operating system, the histogramming and display system, the 
data testing system, the dynamic parameter array, a collection of utility programs, 
an optional set of user-written tasks (such as doing end-of-run summaries), and the 
QLIB subroutine library.
The first, the user-written analyzer is the fortran code that takes the raw data and 
calculates momenta or target traceback locations. It is usually different for each 
experiment, although when using the same equipment as a  previous experiment (i.e. 
OHIPS) large segments can be copied.
The QAL code serves as the compiler. The MBD handles the data acquisition from 
the CAMAC electronics, but the MBD must be instructed what data to acquire 
for any particular event trigger. This code is also user-written and experiment spe­
cific. The QAL (Q Acquisition Language) code uses a special language to facilitate 
speaking to the MBD. This code is loaded into the MBD when the Q system is 
initially brought online. Any changes require bringing the Q system down and back 
up. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the word structure for the coincidence events and the 
scaler events (respectively). Single arm or prescale events followed the same format 
as the coincidence event, except that the words for one arm would all read zero and 
appropriate flags would be set. The neutron arm is referred to as NPOL here (for 
neutron polarimeter).
The real-time operating system performs starting and stopping of runs, suspending 
and resuming runs, acquisition or replay of data and other experimental control. 
Data acquisition is done from CAMAC, while replay is done from either tape or disk. 
Replay may also be done in batch jobs, although otherwise replay and acquisition
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are handled the same. Interfacing with the other components is done through the 
operating system.
The histogram system allows the user to create, increment, save, clear, and delete 
histograms. As with most subsystems, any task can use the facilities. Display is to a 
graphics terminal, although creating hardcopies is also easy. The user must create a 
list of histograms which are divided into numbered blocks, using a specified format, 
of any one dimensional histograms or two dimensional scatter plots desired. Cuts 
and tests may be placed on each individual histogram, although the incrementation 
is done by blocks, rather than individually.
The test package, like the histogram package is incremented in blocks. Here too 
the user must supply a list of tests, organized into blocks, on specific data words 
using a specified format. It is important that the user be sure that the test block 
be called before the histograms which are gated on those tests.
The dynamic parameter array allows the user to create, initialize, modify and save 
sets of integer or real parameters which can be accessed by other tasks (i.e., the 
analyzer). Typical parameters which were stored in the array include wire chamber 
constants, transport coefficients, drift offsets, beam energy, etc..
The QLIB holds the collection of utility programs, which can be linked with the 
user-written analyzer or tasks as desired. These routines enable one to access the 
results of the scaler analysis, perform end of run summaries, or clear the histograms 
and test package in the beginning of the run.
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Word
Number
Word
Description
1 - 2 Header (not included in data  array)
3 Beam Helicity strobed by a beam burst
4 60 Hertz pattern
5-6 Helicity latched by OHIPS (1 24 bit word)
7 Event Trigger word
8 Neutron Polarimeter Flag
9-20 ADC Neutron Pulse Height Det. 1 - 1 2
2 1 - 2 2 ADC spares (not used)
23-34 TDC Neutron Time-of-Flight Det. 1-12
35-46 TDC Neutron Position Det. 1-12
47-48 TDC spares (not used)
49-50 Beam Helicity (1 24 bit word)
52-67 VDCX TDC’s
6 8 ADC Scintillator S0A
69 ADC Scintillator SOB
70 ADC Scintillator S1A
71 ADC Scintillator SIB
72 ADC Scintillator S2
73 ADC Cerenkov
74-75 ADC spares (not used)
76 TDC Scintillator S0A
77 TDC Scintillator SOB
78 TDC Scintillator SI A
79 TDC Scintillator SIB
80 TDC Scintillator S2
81 TDC Scintillator S0MT
82 TDC Scintillator S1MT
83 TDC spare (not used)
84 TDC Cerenkov
85 TDC spare
Table 3.4 Coincidence Event Word Structure.
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Word
Number
Word
Description
86-87 Pile-up (24 bit scaler)
88-89 Helicity (24 bit scaler)
90 Flag
91 ADC BT1
92 ADC BT2
93 Helicity
94 ADC Pivot Halo
95 ADC Moller Halo
Table 3.4 Coincidence Event Word Structure Continued
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Word
Number
Word
Description
1 - 2 Header (not included in data array)
3-14 NPOL Scalers Det. 1 - 12  (gated on no anti)
15-26 NPOL Scalers Det. 1 - 1 2  (gated on triple)
27-29 NPOL Antis: front, bottom, top
30-38 Spares (not used)
39 SNTRIG (ungated NPOL trigger)
40 SNPS (NPOL prescale)
41 SNPU (NPOL pile-up)
42 SNELT (NPOL external logic trigger)
43 SOTG (ungated OHIPS trigger)
44 SOPS (OHIPS prescale)
45 SOPU (OHIPS pile-up)
46 SOELT (OHIPS external logic trigger)
47 SCTRIG (coincidence trigger)
48 SC1PB (coincidence 1 per burst)
49 SLAM (LAM, Look at Me)
50 Spare (not used)
51 SNPUGL (ungated NELT, beam left hel.)
52 SNPUGR (ungated NELT, beam right hel.)
53 SNPGL (gated NELT, left hel.)
54 SNPGR (gated NELT, right hel.)
55 SOTGL (ungated OHIPS trig, left hel.)
56 SCTRGL (coin. trig, left)
57 SOTGR (ungated OHIPS trig, right hel.)
58 SCTRGR (coin. trig, right)
59 SBM (beam bursts)
60 SEVT9 (number of evt. 9 trig.)
61 SEVT10 (number of evt. 10 trig.)
62 SGUN (gun pulse scaler)
63 SBT1 (beam toroid 1 TTL)
T able 3.5 Scaler Event Word Structure.
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Word
Number
Word
Description
64 SBT2 (beam toroid 2 TTL)
65 Scaler Scint. S0A
6 6 Scaler Scint. SOB
67 Scaler Scint. S1 A
6 8 Scaler Scint. SIB
69 Scaler Scint. S2
70 Scaler Cerenkov
71-86 Scaler VDCX delay lines 1-16
87 Scaler Cerenkov
87 ungated OHIPS trigger
89 ungated S0MT (downstairs)
90 ungated S1MT (downstairs)
91 gated OHIPS events
92 ungated OHIPS events
93 ungated OHIPS w/ Cerenkov
94 Spare (not used)
95 Beam Toroid BT1 (TTL)
96 Beam Toroid BT2 (TTL)
97 Run and Beam left
98 Run and Beam right
99 ungated S0MT (upstairs)
1 0 0 ungated S1MT (upstairs)
1 0 1 OHIPS run gate left hel.
1 0 2 OHIPS run gate right hel.
103 OHIPS gated, run left hel.
104 OHIPS gated, run right hel.
105 Beam Toroid BT1 (NIM)
106 Beam Toroid BT2 (NIM)
107 Run and beam
108 Beam Toroid BT2 left hel.
Table 3.5 Scaler Event Word Structure Continued
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Word
Number
Word
Description
109 Beam Toroid BT2 right hel.
1 1 0 OHIPS pile-up
1 1 1 - 1 1 2 Spares (not used)
113 Scaler Cerenkov 1
114 Scaler Cerenkov 2
115 gated Moller events
116 ungated Moller events
117 ungated Moller evetns hel. left
118 ungated Moller evetns hel. right
119 BT1
1 2 0 BT1 hel. left
1 2 1 BT1 hel. right
1 2 2 BT2
123 BT2 hel. left
124 BT2 hel. right
125 run and beam (NIM)
126 number of evt. 4 triggers (NIM)
127 helicity left (NIM)
128 helicity right (NIM)
129 gated event 6  hel. left
130 gated event 6  hel. right
131 ungated event 6  50 nsec gate
132 ungated event 6  lOOnsec gate
Table 3.5 Scaler Event Word Structure Continued
Chapter 4
Data and Analysis
This chapter describes the algorithms and routines used to transform, the raw data 
into the measured cross sections. First the analysis of the neutron detectors is 
discussed. Pulse height, crude angular positioning, and timing information are ex­
tracted from the neutron detectors. Next the OHIPS analysis is detailed, from 
the ADC and TDC spectra (used to generate timing and pulse height information) 
to the wire chamber information (used to determine particle location and angles). 
Once the particle location and angles are known it is possible to trace the particle 
path through the spectrometer back to the target using knowledge of the spectrom­
eter optics. Third, the measurement of the efficiency of the neutron detectors is 
discussed, and the efficiencies as a function of ADC pulse height threshold shown. 
Fourth, the time-of-flight corrections for finite acceptance are computed. Then 
corrections to the data are discussed, and finally the fitting of the data is shown.
4.1 N eutron  D etector A nalysis
This section describes the analysis of information from the neutron detectors. Pulse 
height, crude angular positioning, and timing information are extracted from the 
neutron detectors. A discussion of the pulse height calibration in MeVee (MeV 
electron equivalents) is given.
4.1.1 N eu tron  Pulse H eights
The left and right ends of the neutron detectors were added in a linear summing 
module and the summed information sent to CAMAC. The information from the 
ADCs (Analog-to-Digital Converters) formed the neutron pulse height spectra. The 
first step of the data analysis is the selection of the pulse height thresholds. Different 
pulse height cuts were placed on the data in software during replay, corresponding 
to different allowed minimum pulse heights. Figure 4.1 is a plot of a typical pulse 
height spectrum for a single neutron detector. Because the gain of the photo tubes
(67)
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was slowly drifting, the energy calibration for a given ADC gate was also drifting 
over a time period of many days. By calibrating the pulse height with a source, we 
were able to extract a pulse height offset and slope. These enabled us to relate the 
ADC gate at the time of the cross section measurement to the ADC gate at the time 
of the efficiency measurement. Calibrations were made immediately preceeding and 
following measurements of the cross sections and efficiency. Additionally, if this 
time period for either the cross section or efficiency measurements exceeded two or 
three days additional calibrations were carried out. The source used was Thorium- 
228, which emits a 2.62 MeV gamma ray. The maximum electron energy of the 
Compton recoil electron is 2.39 MeV, given by:
2  E l
Ee = m e +  2  Ey ^
where E 7  is the incident photon energy and m e =  0.511 MeV is the rest mass of 
the recoil electron. The peak of the Compton spectrum corresponds to an electron 
energy that is 95% of the maximum Compton electron energy £6al or 2.27 MeV. 
The source was positioned at the center of the scintillator and the high voltage of 
the PMTs adjusted separately at each end in order to match the left and right pulse 
heights.
The sources were also used during the course of the data acquisition periods to 
acquire calibration data during the run. Then by checking the change in the channel 
number of the Compton peak, changes in the gain could be monitored. However 
the time between beam bursts was taken up mostly by reading out the event data. 
This meant that the statistics for the online calibration are poor.
The electron is a minimum ionizing particle, whereas the proton (and neutron) are 
not. Therefore, when referring to ADC thresholds obtained with various energy 
electrons, the units used are MeV electron equivalents (i.e. the amount of energy a 
minimum ionizing particle such as an electron would deposit in the detector). The 
equivalent proton energy (where Te(Tp) is the electron (proton) energy) has been
H.H.Knox, T.G.Miller, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 101 519 (1972).
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determined [°7J to be:
Te =  A i(  1 -  e ^ 3) +  A4Tp (4.2)
where the parameters A\ to A4 are determined by a best fit to data to be:
A1 =  -8.20 ,
A2 = -0.10
(4.3)
AS =  0.88 
A4 =  1.0 ,
The drift in gain, although due to both the photomultiplier tube and the base, 
was mainly due to the PMT, since a well designed base will not drift very much. 
However the gain of the PMT will change with temperature variations, such as a 
12 hour night-day pattern of warming and cooling in the hall. [Additionally aging 
of the PMT can affect the response of the pulse heights.]
4.1.2 N eu tron  Tim ing Inform ation
The left and right ends of the neutron detectors were meantimed in hardware to form 
the sum of the signal propagation times to the left and right ends. The sum was then 
sent to a TDC (Time-to-Digital Converter) which gave timing information. Figure
4.2 shows a typical neutron time-of-flight spectrum. Plotted is the TDC channel 
number versus number of counts. Summing was performed in hardware by LSM 
(linear summing module). As described in the section on the coincidence trigger, 
the TDC was started on a coincidence signal from the electron and stopped on a 
signal from the neutron. Plastic detectors similar in size to these liquid detectors 
have been measured to have subnanosecond intrinsic time dispersions in the past;t68^ 
a liquid scintillator was measured with cosmic rays and found to have an intrinsic 
time resolution of 500 ps.(7sJ
4.1.3 N eu tron  Angular D eterm ination
The position spectrum consists of a TDC that was started by the meantimed signal 
from the detector and stopped by the signal from one end. Figure 4.3 shows a 
typical position spectrum. The effect of finite resolution is shown by the smearing
t®7! R. Madey et  at. NIM 151, 445-450 (1979).
R.Madey, et at., N ud. Instr. Meth. A ai4 401 (1983).
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Figure 4.1 A typical neutron pulse height spectrum. Plotted is the ADC channel 
number versus the number of counts.
of the edges; the resolution was approximately 8  cm. The scale was adjustable (i.e., 
there was a parameter in the code to convert the TDC time scale to the distance 
scale -  this was effectively just an inverse velocity). Together with an offset, this 
gave the distance scale. Angular information was then extracted by centering the 
position distribution on the central neutron angle, and multiplying by a conversion 
factor, to get the angular range.
4.1.4 V etoing o f C harged  P artic les
The thin scintillator just in front of the first neutron liquid scintillator was the 
charged particle veto, or “anti” . The phototube signal was discriminated and sent 
to a TDC, from which information about the relative time of a  signal in the anti to 
a signal in the neutron detectors could be derived. Section 4.6.1 discusses how the 
efficiency of the veto was measured.
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F igure  4.2 A typical raw neutron Time-of-Flight spectrum. Plotted is TDC 
channel number versus number of counts.
4.2 O H IPS Scintillator and Cerenkov Inform ation
The primary use of the scintillator and Cerenkov information is diagnostic, meaning 
that the spectra are used to ensure that OHIPS is functioning properly. Timing in­
formation and corrections to the neutron TOF spectra also relied on the scintillator 
information. Because we were kinematically below the pion production threshold, 
the Cerenkov just confirmed that our kinematics were correct.
4.2.1 O H IPS Scintillator A D C  Spectra
ADC information was recorded for each of the five OHIPS scintillator PMTs as well 
as the meantimed signals. Shown in Figure 4.4 is a typical pulse height spectrum 
for one of the OHIPS scintillators (in this case S1 A). The voltages were set at the 
beginning of the experiment so as to prevent any cutoff of small pulse height events.
C
ou
nt
s
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F igure  4.3 A typical neutron position spectrum.
4.2 .2  O H IPS Scintillator T D C  Spectra
Shown in Figures 4.5 a) and 4.5 b) are timing spectra for the scintillators SO and 
SI. The two ends of the scintillators were meantimed in hardware. The meantimed 
signal from scintillator Si (S1MT) was used as the timing reference for the electron 
arm trigger. This means that all of the OHIPS spectra, including S1MT were 
timed relative to S1MT. That explains why the TDC spectrum for S1MT is a 
single-channel wide delta function, while SOMT shows the spread in scintillator SO 
relative to Si.
4.2 .3  O H IPS Cerenkov A D C  Spectra
Particle identification for electrons and pions was obtained with the help of the 
Cerenkov counter. There was no TDC information from the Cerenkov recorded; 
only ADC information was taped.
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F igure  4.4 A typical OHIPS ADC pulse height spectrum. Plotted is ADC 
channel number versus counts.
4 .3  V D C X  A nalysis
The TDC data from the VDCX wire chambers yield the number and the drift time 
to the struck wire. The measured wire numbers and drift times from the VDCX 
wire chambers determine the particle position and trajectory at the focal plane of 
the spectrometer. Together with the OHIPS optical properties this allows the deter­
mination of the corresponding trajectory at the target. This section describes the 
determination of the particle trajectory in the focal plane (the position and angle) 
from the TDC drift time information as well as traceback through the spectrometer 
to the target; a more detailed description is given in referencest69^ 70^ 71) and
[fl#] L.B. Weinstein, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1988), unpublished. 
t7°l P.B. Ulmer, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1987), unpublished. 
l7ll R.W. Lourie, Ph.D. Thesis, M.I.T. (1986), unpublished.
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from which much of this work is taken.
The OHIPS VDCX uses a delay line readout system with four delay lines per wire 
plane. In this system every fourth wire in the VDCX wire plane is connected to the 
same delay line (there are 2  planes, each with four delay lines giving a total of eight 
delay lines, which are read out at both ends: therefore there are a total of 16 TDC 
channels). Having only four delay lines per wire plane means that at most four wire 
hits can be recorded in each plane. Further, a good event requires at least three 
hits; only three or four hit events can be analyzed. The delay line system used has 
a common start; each end of the eight delay lines in any given plane is connected 
to a TDC stop in CAMAC. The start for the TDCs is provided by the coincidence 
trigger.
4 .3 .1  D eterm in ing the Sequence o f  H its
In OHIPS, events can have at most four wire hits so that only one hit pattern per 
event is possible. The wire number is given by the difference in the arrival time 
of the signal at the opposite ends of the delay line (see section 3.3). Figure 4.6 a) 
is a  spectrum of time differences showing the wire numbers and regularly spaced 
peaks. The peaks correspond to specific sequential wires and the dips between 
the peaks correspond to non-integer wire numbers. The large peak-to-background 
ratio shows that the delay lines were behaving properly (only integer or physically 
allowable wire numbers were obtained). As mentioned previously, an event must 
have three or four sequential wire hits to be analyzable. The delay line system is 
therefore susceptible to noise since a spurious signal anywhere along a delay line is 
likely to corrupt the event. For three-hit events with nonsequential wires the event 
is rejected. For four-hit events, the algorithm attempts to eliminate one of the 
wires to establish a sequential three-hit pattern (with a possible one wire gap). If it 
succeeds the event will be considered for further analysis. The various hit patterns 
for OHIPS and their dispositions are listed in Table 4.1. Here, “M” refers to a single 
missing wire and “MM” refers to two or more missing wires.
4 .3 .2  Calculation o f  the Drift D istance
Calculating the particle track in the VDCX first requires converting the measured 
drift times from the struck wires to distances from the wires. To do this requires
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Good Hit Pattern? Hit Sequence
Four hits
Y HHHH
Y HMMHHH
Y HHHMMH
Y HMHHMMH
Y HHMHMMH
Y HMMHMHH
Y HMMHHMH
N HHMMHH
N HMMHHMMH
N HMMHMMHMMH
N HHMMHMMH
N HMMHMMHH
Three hits
Y HHHM
Y MHHH
Y HHMH
Y HMHH
N HMMHH
N HHMMH
N HMMHMMH
Table 4.1 Three and Four Hit Patterns in OHIPS.
a method of parameterizing the drift velocity in the wire chamber as a function of 
distance from the struck wire. Figure 4.6 b) shows a typical drift time spectrum. 
This drift velocity can be considered constant through the majority of the VDCX. 
However, near the signal wires the electric field lines change direction (i.e., are 
nonuniform) giving an increased drift velocity. Mathematically the number of events
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in a given drift time bin can be written;
d N  d N d s  dN
dt ~  ds d t ~  ds Vd  ^ ^
where Vd is the drift velocity. Assuming that the physics changes relatively slowly 
over the distance between wires, the chamber is reasonably uniformly illuminated 
(i.e., dN/ds = constant). Then within a given time interval t +  dt, the number of 
events is proportional to the drift velocity Vd. A spectrum of drift times will reflect 
the rise in drift velocity (which increases near the wires) with a rise in the number 
of events in a given time interval t +  dt (i.e., there is a  peak for small drift times, 
as shown in Figure 4.6 b). Further away from the wire (i.e., for large drift times), 
the velocity is constant and the spectrum of drift times is flat (see Figure 4.6 b) ). 
There Eire two methods which were used for calculating the drift distance. The 
first, which is intellectually more satisfying, relies on making two passes through 
the data. In the first pEiss, the number of events in a drift spectrum are summed for 
a given data set. Then during the second pass through the data the data is divided 
evenly into bins based on arrival times. This is the correct method, but is also very 
time consuming because the number per bin must be calculated for every data set, 
and the data set must then be reanalyzed. Physically this corresponds to forcing 
the number per unit spacing, dlV/ds, to be constant.
The second method gives approximately the same results (with less than 0.1% 
difference in the number of good tracks), with considerably less computation. The 
drift distance is CEilculated by using a two region parameterization. For drift times 
greater than some time to (see Figure 4.6 b) ) an outer region drift velocity, v0, of 
0.054 (mm/ns) is used with Ein offset d01 and for drift times less than to an inner 
region velocity, Vi, of 0.125 (mm/ns) and an acceleration, Oj, of .00125 (mm/ns2) is 
used with an offset of d{. Thus, the drift distance is given by
+  tdVi + t^Oi, for td < to; ,.
( 4 . 5  )
o + i iv 0, for id >  to
= fd i  
U 0
where td is the measured drift time and d{ (the zero distance offset) and da (=  
di +toUf +  toOj), are values which maximize the fraction of events with good tracks 
by creating the most uniform distribution of drift distances. The resulting drift
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F igure  4.0 VDCX spectra: a) wire numbers; b) drift times and c) drift distances. 
Plotted is channel number versus number of counts for a) the entire wire chamber, 
b) the TDD spectrum for a single delay line, and c) the drift distance for a single 
delay line.
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distance spectrum for optimal values of di, d0, v0 and a{ are shown in Figure
4.6 c) and is seen to be fairly flat. The parameters d„, v,, v0 and a; may be 
determined in analogy to the first method by the following algorithm. Integrating 
Equation. 4.2 from 0 to t  gives
Jo dt' ds Jo dt'
= ^ ( s ( i ) - s ( 0 ) )  M )
_  dN  m  
-  ds 5(<)-
The number of tracks per unit drift distance bin, dN/ds,  is a constant (i.e., events 
uniformly populate the space between the wires), determined by integrating out to 
the maximum measured drift time, t m:
I
'*”* dJV dN  , . , , .
0 dt "dT — (4*^)
Here, d is the distance from the wires to the high-voltage planes and represents the 
maximum drift distance. The parameters obtained by this method from a subset of 
the data were then used to analyze the entire data set. A plot of the drift distance 
versus the drift time for a typical run determined by this method is shown in Figure
4.7.
4.3.3 C alculation of th e  Focal P lane C oord inates
The particle trajectory can be computed from the measured drift distance and the 
number of the struck wires. First, however, several criteria must be met. The event 
must have three or four hits on sequential wires (or sequential wires except for a 
one wire gap). In addition, the drift distances and wire numbers must be consistent 
with a linear track. Thus, the extreme wires in the cluster must have the largest 
drift distances. If this is not the case, then one wire at a time is eliminated from 
the pattern and the test is repeated. Finally a positive slope is required before the 
angles and positions are determined.
A linear fit determines the slope and intercept of each track on an orthogonal plane 
for each of the two wire planes. The slopes and intercepts in turn determine the 
focal plane coordinates (* /,y /}0 / ,^ /) . a y  (q*b) and ay (as), respectively, are the
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F ig u re  4.7 Drift distance vs. drift time. Plotted is TDC channel number versus 
calculated distance in microns.
slope and angle of the track with the top (bottom) wire plane as shown in Figure
4.8.
Figure 4.8 shows the focal plane and wire chamber coordinate systems, which lead 
to the rotation matrix to transform from the frame of as  and T' (where T ‘ is the 
top wire plane intercept projected onto the bottom chamber) to the frame described 
by the coordinates y f  and
/  yj \  (  cos Cl -  sin D \  /  T* \
. =  • o  ^  o  ’ (4-8>\ Z j J  \  sm  Si +  cos S t /  \ o b  /
Here fl — 45° is the angle the wires in the top (bottom) plane make with the 
momentum (transverse) direction and
T' = —ax — ttitDc' (4.9)
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[Dc is the distance between the two wire chambers and is the slope of the 
track in the top chamber.] The spectrometer’s focal plane is rotated by an angle 
SP (see Figure 4.8) which is the focal plane tilt relative to the x-z plane and given 
by TRANSPORT f72^ calculations as 42.6°. Inverting this rotation gives the focal 
plane coordinates:
— sin W
Thus,
and
(4.10)
®/ =  - "^-P(qb -  a'T) (4.11)
V2
yf  = ~^=(a'T + aB). (4.12)
Finally, a translation is performed so that the central ray has Xf — 0 and y f  = 0:
xcf = x f  — xc (4.13)
and
y cf = y f ~  Vc (4.14)
where xc and yc are the central ray values for which 9 = <f> = 0.
The focal plane angles 9f and <j>f are related to the chamber slopes m j  and m s. 
Defining the vertical direction to be the ion drift direction in the chamber we can 
relate these slopes to the measured chamber angles:
t a n a r  =  — (4. 15)
m y
and
ta n a #  =  . (4.16)77lB
l73^  K.L. Brown, P. Rothacher, D.C. Carey and C.H. Iselin, TRANSPORT, SLAC-91, Rev. 2, UC- 
28(1/A).
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F ig u re  4 . 8  Focal plane and VDCX coordinate systems.
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From Figure 4.8 we see that the angle in the (Xf ,Zf ) plane is given in terms of 9 by
9f  = 6 - V
=  tan- i  / t a n ^ r  , ta n a B\  _  y  (4.17)
V y/2 y/2 /
=  tan " 1 ( ™ T -im B ) -  * .
'  V2mTmB/
Similarly, (j>f is given by
* > = b a r ' ( ^ )
=  tan - 1  ( - --------------------------------------------- ) .
M m 4- m o l  sin 'P -4- v 2 m ^ m n  cos vP /
(4.18)
• (tot +  t o b ) i  $  +  \ / tottob  $  -
The calculation of the focal plane coordinates, of course, relies on a proper deter­
mination of the drift distances.
4.3.4 Traceback of th e  P artic le  T ra jec to ry
The optical properties of OHIPS are approximated by a second order TRANSPORT 
matrix. Thus, the coordinates at the focal plane are given by the action of the 
TRANSPORT matrix on the target coordinates:
4  =  E  m ' M + E Tl*x*x t . (4.W)
3 j>k
where Mj (Tjh) is the first (second) order TRANSPORT matrix. The TRANSPORT 
matrix that describes the spectrometer optics (i.e., it converts the target coordinates 
to the focal plane coordinates) can also be inverted to determine the target coordi­
nates (ajt>0 i>2/t><£tj6 ) from the measured focal plane coordinates ( s / , 0 / ,y / ,  <£/,£)
*} =  E ( A r j r ‘4 + -  (4'20>
3 ji*
where (Jlfj) - 1  ( (Tj*)-1) is the inverse of the first (second) order TRANSPORT 
matrix.
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For an extended target and a scattering angle of 37° the target coordinate distri­
butions have typical half-widths given by
Ax* — 0.2 cm 
A yt = 3.0 cm
For the OHIPS angles with its 2.43 msr circular collimator we have
A0t =  56.2 mr 
A<f>t ~  56.2 mr.
The dispersion hardware acceptance half-width was 8 =  ±4.4% The first and second 
order inverse matrix elements for OHIPS are given in Table 4.2.
Element Value Element Value
<  ajt |aj/ > -2.408 <  <j>\4>8 > +0.018
< « t |y /  > 0.26 x 1 0 " 17 <  9\98 > 0.034
<  x t \8f > 10.033 < 9\8> + 1 0 .0
<  9t \xf > 8.7296 < 9\82 > -0 .1 0
< 9t \9f  > -4.1523 < <f>\y > -6.9
< 9t\8f > -3.2215 < <l>\<t>> -0.25
< yt\yf > -0.2186 < <f>\yS > -0.028
Table 4.2 Inverted OHIPS 1st and 2 nd Order TRANSPORT Matrix Elements.
The equations for the target coordinates in terms of the focal plane coordinates and 
the inverted TRANSPORT matrix elements are
= <  x t \ x f  > Xf  +  < x t \$f > 9 f +  < x t \6f > Sf
0t = <  9t \6f  > 9 f j -  < 9 t \ x f  > x / +  < 9t\8f > 6/
yt = <  y t\y / >  y f+  < y M f  > <i>f
4>t —< <i>t\<i>f > <j>t+ <  <l>t\yf > y /+  <  >  x/(f>f+ < <i>t\yf9f >  y / 9 f  .
(4.21)
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Note that there is an additional implicit assumption: namely that the out-of-plane 
extant of the beam at the target (z*) is small. Because only four quantities axe 
measured at the focal plane (® /,0 / , 2//, 4>f) it Is necessary to assume this constraint 
in order to extract the particle momenta.
4.4 T he Efficiency o f th e  N eu tron  A rm
The measurement of the d(e,e'n)p cross section relies on the knowledge of the ef­
ficiency, e(Pn), of the neutron arm. This efficiency is in turn  the product of two 
factors: the transmission T(Pn), of neutrons through the shielding walls and the 
probability e(Pn) that the front scintillator will detect an incident neutron:
e =  T  • e (4.22)
We determined the product e = T  • q by the associated particle technique. The 
associated particle technique requires that both a neutron and an associated charged 
particle be produced in a nuclear reaction with a two body final state. The charged 
particle and the neutron are then detected in coincidence. The efficiency of the 
neutron side is given by the ratio of the counting rate of coincidences (between 
the neutron side and the charged-particle detector) to the counting rate of charged 
particles only (in the charged particle detector).
& coincidencei / .  n n \£ =  ----------------  (4.23)
Viingle arm
Protons from the reaction d(7 ,pn) were detected in the OHIPS spectrometer and 
the fraction of the associated neutrons incident on the neutron counter which were 
detected determined the efficiency, The kinematics constrained to be below the 
pion production threshold and the gamma ray energy could be inferred from  the 
measured quantities, assuming that the gamma ray angle is contrained to a  small 
angular cone about the electron beam direction (the characteristic angle for real 
or virtual bremsstrahlung is approximately 7 _ 1  =  m e/ E  10" 3 radians). [The 
beam energy was 254 MeV and the final proton momentum varied between 300 
and 440 MeV/c; the additional energy needed to create a pion was not available 
in the system.] The solid angle of the neutron detectors was much larger th an  the
region illuminated by neutrons in coincidence with the proton yield; therefore we
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measured the efficiency of the central region of the neutron detector. A prescaled 
sample of the OHIPS events determined the rate of “charged particles only”, or the 
single arm cross section.
The efficiency measurement utilized a single electron beam energy of 254 MeV, 
and the target itself served as the radiator. The deuterium target was 5 cm in 
diameter, or a 0.66% radiator for real photons and a 2-3% radiator for virtual 
photons. The polarity of OHIPS was reversed to detect protons. Kinematics used 
for the efficiency measurement are given in Table 4.3, along with the measured 
efficiencies. [The efficiencies are given in units of % as a function of the ADC 
pulseheight threshold.] The neutron detector was kept at the angle of 57°. The 
proton angle was adjusted so that the associated neutrons had identical kinetic 
energies to those of the experiment. The electron energy was chosen such that 
the high energy cut-off of the electron bremsstrahlung spectrum corresponded to 
protons at the upper limit of the ±4.4% momentum acceptance for the highest 
energy, as shown in Figure 4.9.
Incident energy e= 254 MeV, 9n =  57°
£ % e % e % 7 Tn Pr h
(@ 2 MeVee) (@ 4 MeVee) (@ 6  MeVee) MeV MeV MeV/c deg
7.86±0.14 7.23±0.12 6.07±0.11 235.3 135. 440. -  96.4
6.36±0.22 5.84±0.21 5.08±0.19 165.7 94. 367.7 - 1 0 0 .8
4.98±0.16 4.46±0.15 3.84±0.13 116.5 65. 308. -104.5
Table 4.3 d(7 ,pn) Efficiency Test.
As mentioned in section 4.1.1, changing the software ADC threshold of the neutron 
detectors changes the efficiency. This means that the ADC threshold used for 
the efficiency measurement must also be used for the analysis of the cross section. 
Because the gain was drifting, it was necessary to relate one ADC threshold to 
another as detailed in Section 4.1.1. The first column in Table 4.3 lists the measured 
efficiencies for a 2 MeVee (or 5 MeV) neutron pulse height threshold. The second
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F ig u re  4.9 The Bremsstrahlung spectrum of OHIPS proton momenta showing
the high-energy cutoff.
column lists the efficiencies for a 4 MeVee (or 8  MeV) neutron pulse height and 
the third for a 6  MeVee (or 11 MeV) neutron pulse height. Figure 4.10 shows the 
efficiency, e(Pn), versus the neutron kinetic energy as a function of the software 
ADC pulse height threshold. The uncertainties are essentially statistical due to the 
number of counts and the fitting of the TOF peak (systematic uncertainties due to 
the empty cell contribution axe also taken into account here).
4.5 T h e  T im e-of-F light C orrection
As mentioned earlier, the relative electron-neutron time-of-flight spectra are domi­
nated by “accidentals,” or uncorrelated events where the electron and neutron did 
not originate from the same interaction. For “trues,” or correlated events the elec­
tron and neutron originate from the same interaction and, without the problem 
of finite acceptances and binning, the relative flight times are constant. Then the
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F igure  4.11 Neutron Detection Efficiency versus Energy
time-of-flight spectrum would be a single-channel delta function (the “trues”) on 
top of a flat background (the “accidentals”) Actually, since we have finite accep­
tances in Jingle and momentum, the TOF peak is broadened. The electrons can 
have different flight paths through the spectrometer (due to the angular and mom­
entum acceptances), and the neutrons can have both different flight paths (due to 
the angular acceptance) and velocities (the velocity spread is due to the momentum 
acceptance of the neutron detector -  the electrons are all ultra-relativistic at these 
momenta and move at essentially the speed of light). The focal plane coordinates of 
the electron and the spectrometer optics determine the particle’s path through the 
spectrometer, as discussed in section 4.3.4. By correcting for the flight path, the 
number of accidentals underneath the timing peak and the statistical uncertainty 
of the data is reduced.
For the central ray in a spectrometer the total flight time from target to scintillators
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is
* - 5£ i  <4-24> 
where ze is the distance from target to focal plane along the central ray, h is the dis­
tance from the focal plane given by transport to the scintillator (Si) which produces 
the time signal and /?o is the particle velocity for the central ray (in units where 
the speed of light, c, is equal to unity). For a general trajectory, the corresponding 
flight time is
t = ~  ( z c + Az-\ (4.25)p \  cos Of )
where Az is the target to focal plane distance minus the same quantity for the
central ray, /? is the particle velocity and Of is the angle the trajectory makes with
the central ray at the focal plane. The difference between this time and the central
ray flight time is
A i  =  " G - ^ )  +  f c ( ^ 7 - ^ )  +  T '  (4 2 6 )
For OHIPS /? =  /?o and the first term vanishes. The quantity Az can be determined 
from the spectrometer optics. The dominant path length TRANSPORT matrix 
elements for OHIPS are < Z f \ 9 t  > (=  1.0033) and < Zf\6 > (= 1.4498) giving
Az° =< z/\0t > 9t +  <  Zf \S >  S (4*27)
where S is the dispersion and 9t  is the angle the trajectory makes with the plane
defined by the x (momentum direction) axis and the central ray measured at the
target.
For the neutron polarimeter we can compute a similar timing correction.
A fnpoi =  i  _  f i  (4.28)
P  Pa
where ze is the central path length, I is the actual pathlength (= y/z2 +  x2 where 
we measure x in the position spectra for the detectors and z is the actual distance 
to that particular detector and not the average distance to the center of all the 
detectors.) The measured OHIPS angles and momenta and the measured neutron 
detector angle are used to calculate the neutron momenta, from which f.3 is obtained.
Co
un
ts
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Figure 4.12 Corrected and Uncorrected TOF spectra.
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Starting with the initial reaction, the conservation of 4-momenta gives:
D +  e —► ef +  p +  rc 
D + (e — e') — n = p 
D + Q — n — p
(D +  Q -  n)2 -  D2 +  Q2 +  n2 + 2D • Q -  2D -n  -  2Q ■ n  =  p2 
This can be re-written in terms of the 3-momenta and energies as:
M 2d +  (w2 -  q2) +  M l  +  2Md u) -  2M Dy/M l  +  PI
- 2  (w ^ /M l+ P *  -  qPn) =  M l
M 2D + M l -  M l  +  w2 -  q2 +  2MDu> = - 2 (MD +  qPrt)
(4.30)
which was solved for Pn, the neutron momentum.
Since the time-of-flight TDC was started by the electron and stopped by the neutron 
signal, the time-of-flight corrected for trajectory variations in both arms is
r c =  r  -  A t0 + AtnP°l (4.31)
where r  is the uncorrected time-of-flight as measured by the raw TDC value. The 
resulting corrected time-of-flight spectrum is shown along with the uncorrected 
spectrum in Figure 4.11. The timing resolution is improved from 4.1 ns FWHM to
2.7 ns FWHM, for an incident energy of 444 MeV. [The ratio of the corrected to 
uncorrected FWHM was roughly the same for all three incident energies.]
4.6 Fitting and Statistical Treatment of Data
The purpose of the fitting of the TOF spectra is to separate the number of the true 
coincidences from the accidental coincidences (because the spectra include both the 
trues and the accidentals). Fitting of the accidentals is fairly easy, because this is 
just a straight line with a slope. [The slight slope is due to the TDC deadtime.] 
However merely subtracting the background from the spectrum would give too much 
statistical weight to the background in the tails of the TOF peak. Instead both the 
background and the peak are fit.
The fitting of the data was done within the computer program PAW, using the
R. Brun, O. Couet, C. Vandoni and P. Zanarini, PAW, CERN Library Q121, 1989.
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minimization routine MINUIT. tTj*] PAW is a system for the interactive analysis 
of data, developed mainly for High Energy Physics applications. PAW provides an 
environment which assists in the analysis and presentation of data, by providing 
a set of interactive graphical presentation, statistical and mathematical tools. In 
principle PAW should be useful to any physicist. MINUIT finds the minimum of a 
multi-parameter function and analyzes the shape of the function around the mini­
mum. The principal use is for statistical analysis, working on x 2 or log-likelihood 
functions to compute the best-fit parameter values and their uncertainties, includ­
ing correlations between the parameters. Various functions such as Lorentzians, 
Gaussians, asymmetric Gaussians, and binomial distributions were fit to the data. 
The best fit to the TOF peak (as judged by the the x 2 Per degree of freedom) was 
given by an empirical function which was half Gaussian and half Lorentzian. The 
parameters which were fit were the total area of the peak, the centroid of the peak, 
<7 of the Gaussian and T /2 of the Lorentzian. The uncertainties obtained include 
both the fitting uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty. The fits also are shown 
in Figure 4.11 along with data.
4.7 C orrec tions to  th e  D a ta
This section discusses the hydrogen calibrations, the empty target subtraction and 
the mapping of the relative efficiency of the focal plane of OHIPS. Hydrogen was 
used for two purposes: to check that the solid angle for an extended target agreed 
with the calculations, and to be sure that the veto counter and shielding were 
working properly.
4.7.1 H ydrogen  C a lib ra tion  and V etoing o f C h arg ed  P artic les 
A potentially serious source of background in the cross section measurement is 
either the conversion of quasielastically scattered protons to neutrons or mistakenly 
identifying charged particles as neutrons. This would cause a background under 
the true time-of-flight peak in the neutron detectors. A second source for this 
background is the two-step process d(e,e'n) +  (p,n) in LD2 . However a  calculation 
showed this should be negligible at the level of 1 part in 10,000. Additionally, the 
amount of deuterium present was small compared to the amount of shielding.
F. James and M. Roos, M IN U IT , CERN Library 0506,1989.
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To test the efficiency of the shielding and the charged particle veto for both of these 
processes, the target cell was filled with hydrogen. We then looked for coincident 
“neutrons” , or a p(e,e'p) +  (p,n) TOF peak resulting from reactions in the lead -  
steel wall of the shielding enclosure for the neutron detectors. Comparing the result 
to the D(e,e*n)p cross section is straightforward. The solid angles are the same 
and therefore cancel out. The same target cell was used for both measurements so 
that the length of the target cancels out (although not the density). The density 
of deuterium for the experiment was 0.16884 g/cm 3, and that of hydrogen was 
0.072165 g/cm3 (the ratio is 2.3). The ratios of the luminosity must be taken into 
account as well as the computer deadtimes and the efficiency of the wire chambers 
for the two cases.
The percentage contribution to the d(e,e'n)p cross section from protons is equal to 
the difference of the number of counts in the d(e,efn)p time-of-flight peak minus the 
number of counts in the proton-induced neutron time-of-flight peak normalized by 
the luminosity, taping fraction (or deadtimes) and ratio of the OHIPS wire chamber 
efficiencies. The correction can then be written as:
Correction =  (Deuterium) — S  • [Hydrogen] (4.32)
where Deuterium is the number of counts in the TOF peak for the d(e,e'n)p reaction, 
Hydrogen is the number of counts in the hydrogen TOF peak for the p(e,e'p) -f- 
(p,n) reaction and:
- hydrogen—trig g ers  f  3 —4 -h its -h yd ro g e n
ta p e d -tr ig g ers  goodJtracks / .
c tg tU c r iu m - t r tg q c r a  I 3 —4 .h i ts -d e u te r iu m  v '  *
ta p e d jtr ig g ers  *■ good-tracks
Data were taken at both the highest and lowest incident electron energies (868 and 
444 MeV). Table 4.4 gives the kinematics and the corrections for (p,n) conversion 
determined by the hydrogen measurements. The angle of the neutron arm was kept 
constant at 57°, because moving the detectors and shielding is very time consuming. 
A peak was fit to the hydrogen TOF spectrum. Because we want to know the proton 
contribution to the d(e,e'n)p TOF peak (which was vanishingly small), the width of 
the hydrogen peak and the position were held fixed to the values for the d(e,e'n)p 
peak. If allowed to vary, the width would like to go to a single channel, reflecting
g  D d e u te r iu m  
D hydrogen
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F igu re  4.13 The hydrogen TOF spectrum.
the statistical fluctuations in the background. Similarly the position would fix on a 
random point in the hydrogen TOF spectrum far from the position of the peak in 
the deuterium spectrum.
e
MeV
Q*
MeV
9n
deg
e'
MeV
9e
deg
Correction
%
868 505. 57.0 730. -37.0 0.0 ±  1.2
444 330. 57.0 384. -47.0 0.2 ± 0.8
Table 4.4 Kinematics for Hydrogen Conversion Subtraction.
The hydrogen (p,n) spectra show that there is no statistically significant correction
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to the TOF peak from charged particles. These reactions yielded a flat background 
to our data, as shown in Figure 4.12. This measurement also verified that the 
veto counters and shielding were working properly; otherwise a peak in the TOF 
spectrum would have resulted. The contribution to the cross section was determined 
to be negligibly small (less than 0.2 %). However the uncertainty in that correction 
is significant.
At 444 MeV the ratio of the height of the background from hydrogen to  that in 
deuterium is =  29.8%; at 868 MeV the height of the background in hydrogen to 
that in deuterium is =  29% (i.e., almost a third of the background in our data is 
due to protons producing neutrons which are detected).
In contrast the triples mode (where the polarization of the neutron is determined by 
a  second scattering into the back neutron counters) saw roughly 30% of the back­
ground coming from proton conversion, Measurements in the triples mode of 
the room background were also done using a “shadow shield” in front of the detec­
tors. For triples mode this contributes roughly <10% to the background. Finally 
the empty target for the triples mode yielded roughly <1% to the background.
4.7.2 E m pty  T arget S ub trac tion
A second possible source of spurious counts in the TOF peak is the target cell itself. 
Although any peak in the TOF spectrum due to the target cell should have been 
seen in the hydrogen spectra, an empty cell run was performed at each kinematics 
point.
The percentage contribution to the D(e,e’n)p cross section from the empty cell 
is defined in analogy to the hydrogen correction. The correction is equal to the 
difference of the number of counts in the D(e,e’n) time-of-flight peak minus the 
number of counts in the empty target neutron time-of-flight peak normalized by 
the luminosity, taping fraction (or deadtimes) and ratio of the OHIPS wire chamber 
efficiencies. The correction can then be written as:
Correction =  (Deuterium) — Se  • [Empty] (4-34)
where Deuterium is the number of counts in the TOF peak for the d(e,e'n)p reaction,
[75J <ji Eden, private communication.
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Empty is the number of counts in the empty target TOF peak, and Se  is the scale 
factor given below.
c m p tu - t r ig g e r *  ■. .. 3 — 4 -h its -e m p ty  
taped-trigger*  I good-track* , ,
d eu te r iu m -tr ig g er*  3 —4 -h its -d e u te r iu m  v
■ t a p e d - t r i g g e r *  ■* good-traek*
e
MeV
Qy
MeV
6n
deg
e'
MeV
Be
deg
Correction
%
868 505. 57.0 730. -37.0 0.0 ±  0.3
636 419. 57.0 540. -42.0 0.0 ±  0.1
444 330. 57.0 384. -47.0 0.0 ±  0.2
Table 4.5 Empty Cell Subtraction.
Table 4.5 lists the contribution, (and more importantly their uncertainties) to the 
cross section from the cell walls. As mentioned in Section 4,3.4, knowledge of the 
spectrometer optics allows us to trace the electron’s path back to the target. Figure 
4.13 a) shows the single-arm electron spectrum of the traceback to the target, and 
Figure 4.13 b) shows the traceback for a full target. The target walls stand out 
clearly here. This is for an incident energy of 444 MeV; the spectra for the other 
energies are similar.
4.7 .3  T he O H IPS Solid A ngle
The effective solid angle for an extended target was measured in OHIPS for the small 
circular collimator. By comparing the measured hydrogen single arm cross section 
to the theoretical single arm cross section, the effective solid angle for the experiment 
was confirmed. Raytrace codes such as TRANSPORT and TURTLE^76! predicted 
the solid angle for an extended target would be the geometric solid angle. That is 
the aperture chosen was small enough and the momentum limits tight enough that 
all rays passing through the aperture would reach the focal plane. Therefore the
ci -^deuterium&E = ----------
■I hydrogen
D.C. Carey, K.L. Brown and C.H. Iselin, TURTLE, SLAC-246, UC-28(1/A).
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F igure  4.14 The full and empty target cells. The empty cell spectrum must by 
multiplied by a factor of 10.5. This normalization is the ratio of the number of 
incident electrons for the full cell and the empty cell.
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results should be insensitive to the detailed optics of the spectrometer. This number 
was obtained within ± 1 %. However agreement at this level is totally arbitrary: 
the knowledge of the proton form factors gives an uncertainty in the cross section 
of ±  2%, the density of the hydrogen also has an uncertainty of ± 2 %, as does the 
uncertainty in the cross section due to the radiative corrections. For this reason, 
the measurement was merely used to confirm the computer calculations.
Figure 4.14 a) shows the momentum spread in the OHIPS focal plane for the hy­
drogen target. Figure 4.14 b) shows the momentum spread in the OHIPS focal 
plane for the deuterium target; there is kinematical broadening which means that 
hydrogen does not fill the phase space in the same way as deuterium does (since 
deuterium has the spread due to Fermi momentum of the recoiling nucleon).
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Figure 4.15 The hydrogen (a) and deuterium (b) momentum spectra in OHIPS. 
Plotted is the electron momenta in the OHIPS focal plane versus the number of 
counts.
Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
This chapter describes the results of the calculation of the cross sections (both the 
measured and the theoretical) and describes how the magnetic form factor was ex­
tracted from the measured cross sections. Interpretations of the theoretical model 
for the cross section are discussed, and estimates of the systematic uncertainties 
in the cross section and theoretical uncertainties in the extraction of GJJf are per­
formed. The extracted values of the neutron magnetic form factor, are com­
pared to previous data and interpretations of the new values in terms of the various 
models (which were discussed in Chapter 2 ) are performed. Finally, a summary 
of the future experiments to determine [where by future experiments I mean 
both those experiments presently under analysis and those experiments only in the 
proposal stage] is given with emphasis on the Q2 range similar to that of the present 
experiment.
5.1 T h e M easured Cross Sections
This section calculates the experimental cross sections from the measured yields. 
Table 5.1 lists the kinematics for the cross section measurements. The neutron 
detectors were kept fixed at the angle of 57°, because the heavy shielding and the 
detectors would have taken a lot of time to move. The different momentum transfers 
were achieved instead by varying the incident and final electron energies and the 
electron scattering angle.
The measured cross section is defined as the yield (corrected for deadtimes and 
efficiencies) divided by the luminosity and the solid angle-acceptance product. The 
yield is essentially the number of counts in our detectors integrated over the data 
acquisition time. Obviously then, if we increase either the electron beam current or 
the target thickness (i.e., the luminosity), the number of particles scattered into our 
detectors (or the yield) should also increase. Similarly, if we increase the geometrical
(101)
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solid angles or momentum bite (i.e., solid angle-acceptance product), the number 
of particles scattered into our detectors also increases. However, the cross section 
represents the probability of the incident particle scattering from the target nucleus, 
and is independent of the number of scatterers (i.e., the number of target nuclei) 
and scatterees (i.e., the number of incoming electrons).
Q2 e Tn Pn *« e' 9e
{G eV /cf MeV MeV MeV/c deg MeV deg
0.255 8 6 8 136. 524. 57.0 730. -37.0
0.176 636 94. 430.7 540. -41.9
0.109 444 65. 335.5 384. -4 7
Table 5.1 Kinematics for D(e,e'n)p Cross Section .
5.1.1 C alculating the C ross Sections
This section shows how the cross sections are calculated from the analyzed data. The 
experimental values are listed in Table 5.2, obtained using the following equation:
d \
du>d£ledSln
Yield
L
Counts
£
Counts
AfleAflnAb; 
[RadiativeCorrections]
[RadiativeG orrections] 'l !L iQ tA
A fieA flnAu/ 
1
AfleA flnAo>
(5.1)
The Yield , integrated over the time we took data, is the Counts, corrected for 
the efficiency of the neutron detectors, and multiplied by the radiative correction 
due to the electron emitting a real or virtual photon (see Appendix A). Here Counts
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is the number of the “trues” in the TOF peak multiplied by the taping fraction ( =  
taped^rigger* ) the ratio of the number of “3-or-4 hit events” in the wire cham­
bers to the number of “good tracks” in the wire chambers ( =
). The first correction takes into account the electronics deadtime of the trigger and 
the 1 per beam burst taping limitation of the computer system, as well as any com­
puter deadtime. The second correction corrects for the efficiency of the computer 
algorithm that decodes the hit pattern in the wire chambers into tracks of the par­
ticle through the focal plane. Every 3- or 4-hit pattern should have corresponded to 
a good particle track; however, if more than one electron passed through the wire 
chambers, or if there was noise on the delay lines, this could lead to a hit pattern 
that cannot be converted into a good electron track.
The measured efficiency for the neutron detectors is e, as listed in Table 4.3. The 
value for the efficiency given here used the software cut of 4 MeVee on the neutron 
ADC pulse height spectra. Section 4.4 discusses how the neutron detection efficiency 
is calculated; Section 5.1.2 examines the sensitivity to the software ADC cut. The 
Radiative Correction is due to the electron radiating real or virtual photons either 
before or after interacting with the neutron and is discussed in Appendix A.
L  is the luminosity, which integrated over the time we took data, < q ,  is the product 
of the total number of electrons (i.e., the total charge or the beam current integrated 
over the time we took data, Q =  f*° I 'd t  divided by the electron charge e), the target 
thickness t, and the atomic number of the target A  (=  2.01 for deuterium) divided by 
Avogadro’s number JVa- Finally Af2eADnAu; iB the solid angle-acceptance product. 
This cross section is averaged over the finite acceptances and must be compared with 
a similarly averaged theoretical prediction.
5.1.2 D ependence on th e  N e u tro n  AD C T hreshold
The determination of the cross section relies on the knowledge of the efficiency of 
the neutron detector for detecting neutrons, as previously stated. Experimentally 
however, this value of the neutron detector efficiency depends upon the software cuts 
placed on the data in replay, especially the ADC threshold of the neutron detector.
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The cross section uncertainty is ±  statistical ±  systematic 
The extracted uncertainty is ±  statistical ±  systematic ±  theoretical
Q3 (GeV/c) 2 0.109 0.176 0.255
e 4.46% 5.84% 7.23%
Radiative corrections 1.18 1.17 1.19
(nb/MeV-sr2) 33.3 
±1.3 ±1.5
26.5 
±0.5 ±1.2
23.3 
± 1 .1  ± 0 .8
Arenhovel model of <r 26.8 25.3 22.7
Factorized model of <r 26.7 25.2 22.3
A G V G fc  bom
knowledge of Gg ±0.0075 ± 0 .0 1 1 ±0.018
a g m / g m  from 
nucleon-nucleon potential ± 0 .0 1 0 ± 0 .0 1 0 ±0.0095
Extracted Gm / p n Gd 1.115 
±0.022 ±0.025
1.023 
±0.010 ±0.024
1.013 
±0.025 ±0.018
±0.014 ±0.015 ± 0 .0 2 1
Table 5.2 Cross Sections.
The cut on the A D C  threshold defines the m in im u m  amount of energy (deposited 
by the neutron in the scintillators) for an event to be considered “good” . The same 
cuts (i.e., on the minimum energy deposition in the neutron detectors) must be 
placed on the cross section as were placed on the efficiency measurement. This 
will change the observed yield (uncorrected for the change in the neutron detection 
efficiency). However, the cross section corrected for the neutron detection efficiency 
should be independent of this empirical choice of software threshold.
To test our sensitivity to the choice of threshold, the cross sections were computed 
for three values of the software ADC threshold: 2, 4, and 6  MeVee. [Section 4.4 
discusses how the efficiency was determined for the three ADC thresholds; Section
4.1.1 discusses the relationship between the software threshold defined in terms of
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Q2 (GeV/c) 2 0.109 0.176 0.255
2 MeVee 33.1 26.7 23.6
± 1 .6 ± 1 .1 ± 1 .2
4 MeVee 33.3 26.5 23.3
±1.7 ± 1 .2 ± 1 .2
6  MeVee 32.7 25.8 23.7
±1.5 ± 1 .2 ± 1 .2
Table 5.3 Cross Sections (in nb/MeV-sr2) as a function of ADC threshold..
the energy deposited by a minimum ionizing electron and in units of MeVee (MeV 
electron equivalents) and the software threshold in terms of the energy deposited by 
a neutron. In point of fact though, the choice of a threshold is immaterial in terms of 
the extracted values of G'fa > the important thing is to subject the cross section data 
to the same cuts (in terms of the actual energy deposited in the neutron counters 
by the neutron) as the efficiency measurements. The difficulty is doing this in the 
face of a drifting gain, which is why the relative gain of the neutron detectors for 
both sets of data are compared by looking at the ADC channel number for a known 
energy level. The labels could as well have been A, B, and C instead of 2, 4, and 
6  MeVee.] Table 5.3 lists the three cross sections for 2, 4, and 6  MeVee versus Q2. 
Because the systematic errors in luminosity or radiative corrections would cancel 
in the comparison between the various ADC thresholds; the uncertainty shown 
is statistical only with contributions due to the fit and the number of counts, as 
well as the uncertainty in the efficiency of the neutron detectors. As can be seen 
from Table 5.3, the measured cross sections were independent of the choice of ADC 
threshold within the experimental uncertainties. The extracted values of G ^  were 
computed using the 4 MeVee values, because that was the intermediate value of 
the ADC threshold; choosing the value above ( 6  MeVee) or below (2 MeVee) makes 
no difference in the measured cross section. While the data here show that the 
methodology is consistent for our choice of ADC threshold, this does not preclude
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all three measurements being off by a scale factor. [Obviously the cross sections 
are functions of more than Q2. The table is only to show that the measured cross 
sections are independent of the choice of ADC threshold.]
5.2 T h e  T heory
This section describes, in the impulse approximation, a theoretical model of the 
cross section. The factorized model is broken down into three components: the 
cross section for the scattering of an electron by a structureless particle with no 
spatial extent (i.e., the equivalent of the Mott cross section), kinematical factors, 
and the structure functions which contain the physics (and can be thought of as the 
kernel of the cross section: the information about the hadronic current is contained 
here). Additionally, the effect on the cross section of meson-exchange currents 
(MEC), final state interactions (FSI), and isobar configurations (IC) are examined. 
The method of averaging the model cross section over our acceptances is described 
next. The averaging used a sophisticated Monte Carlo program, combined with an 
interpolation over 5 variables. Finally kinematical uncertainties are estimated by 
introducing offsets into the variables and computing the resultant cross sections.
5.2.1 T h e  T heore tica l C ross Section
The cross section, in the one-photon exchange approximation, corresponds to the 
absorption of a virtual photon of energy u: and momentum q ( q =  |q|). The in-plane, 
unpolarized, differential cross section is written by Arenhovel as;(77J
Jig.
d ^ d S ^ d C l f f  = C M m (6n p ' ) + P ^ ( 6nP’)
+ P o i f 01 (8%™' )  COS <f>nP' +  P —l l f —11 (^np1,) cos t y n p ’]
(5.2)
where the angles 8%™' 4*%™' are the in-plane and out-of-plane angles (respec­
tively) of the relative final-state n —p momentum, K, in the final n —p center-of-mass 
system. [This frame is reached by a Lorentz boost along the direction of momentum 
transfer q.] C is the equivalent of the Mott cross section (that is, the cross section
t77l W. Fabian and H. Arenhovel, Nucl. Phya. a s h  253 (1979),
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for the scattering from a point-like, structureless particle):
c--£Ll!£i ,s«
Sir* k|°* ( )
The kinematical factors, are given as:
2 £
pao=q" ^  ' 
'”1 = 5«’(1 + If*
/>01 - fl2 i 4/ Z ± 5y o »
V V 8  (5.4)
* _  <ll
5  (q f« * )2
?7 =  tan ^ 0 “
2
lab
The information on the dynamical structure of the two-nucleon system is then 
contained in the four structure functions, The functions depend only on 
the three-momentum transfer squared, (qc,m,)2) the energy of the n  — p final state 
due to their relative motion (E£JJll,)i an<^  the azimuthal angle between the
ra—p motion and the direction qc-m’ of the momentum transfer (all in the final n —p 
center-of-mass system).
Meaningful comparison of the experimental cross section and the theoretical cross 
section demands that the two be differential in the same variables. However the 
experimental cross section was differential in the neutron solid angle (in the labo­
ratory frame) while that of the theoretical cross section calculated by Arenhovel is 
differential in the solid angle defined by 9%™' and 4%™'■> the angles of of the n —p 
motion relative to q®1"*' (in the center-of-mass frame of the pair).
In order to compute the 5-fold differential cross section as differential in the neutron 
solid angle, it is necessary to convert the above cross section in Equation 5.2 (dif­
ferential in the center-of-mass angle between the recoiling proton and the scattered 
neutron) to one differential in the scattered neutron solid angle in the laboratory 
frame by multiplying by the appropriate Jacobian of the transformation:
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dbcr dsor
dwlabd(lleabdQl«b ~  dwlabd{lleabd(l%™-
d5<r
(5.5)
dwtabd n leabdn%™'
This Jacobian is given. a s : ^
d n v m-
J  = "n p
_  , p ' / \ » t y p ^ ,  q “ bW
— VpC.trtJ jglab \X ^  2pym'E lab nJ“ f
(5.6)
where p lf b (p j‘m‘) is the magnitude of the neutron final three-momentum in the 
lab (center-of-mass) frame, W  is the invariant mass of the final n — p state (=  
Mn +  Mp +  E*™'), and E lah = y /W 2 +  (qlab) 2 is the relativistic energy of the n — p 
pair in the lab frame.
5.2.2 FSI, MEC, and IC
The model computes the response functions including FSI, MEC, and IC one step 
at a time: the plane-wave Born approximation is calculated, the results of the 
calculation for the “normal” response functions including FSI is also, available as 
are the results for (normal +  FSI +  MEC) and (normal +  FSI +  MEC + IC). In 
each case, the averaged theoretical cross section is computed from these response 
functions. As might be expected at the top of the quasielastic peak, the inclusion 
of all these terms made a very small difference to our cross sections (~ 1 % at the 
highest momentum transfer to less than 3% at the lowest momentum transfer). 
Figure 5.1 shows the cross section for the four different calculations mentioned 
above; as can be seen the sensitivity to the inclusion of FSI, IC, and MEC is not 
great. Arenhovel’s treatment of the first Born approximation uses plane waves for 
the scattering state, but treats the initial deuteron wave function as a coherent sum 
over S  and D  wave components. The model also includes photon absorption on 
both the neutron and the proton.
l76l Hartmuth Arenhovel, Nucl. Phya. Asa* 287 (1982).
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F igure  5.1 The theoretical calculation.
5.2.3 A cceptance A veraging
The cross section computed by the model is for a specific kinematics. Experimen­
tally, a range of kinematics feeds into the physical acceptances. Before comparing to 
data the theory must be calculated over this range and the average computed. The 
acceptance averaging was done with a Monte Carlo computer simulation and the 
output compared with our measured cross section (after correcting for radiation). 
The Monte Carlo program used, MCEEPt79!, was designed to simulate coinci­
dence (e,e'X) experiments by averaging theoretical models over an experimental 
acceptance. The program also is designed to analyze the effects on the cross section 
and yields due to various kinematic and/or systematic errors. This analysis enables 
one to estimate the measurement uncertainties associated with such errors.
tT8l P.E. Ulmer, MCEEP: Monte Carlo for Electro-Nuclear Coincidence Experiments, CEBAF-TN-91- 
101 (1991).
N orm al
 PWBA
Normal+MEC
N orm al 4-MEC+IC
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MCEEP employs a uniform random sampling method to populate the experimen­
tal acceptance. This method differs from a “true” Monte Carlo which generates 
events distributed according to a predetermined weighting function. Although the 
latter method more closely resembles the actual experiment and avoids the need to 
keep track of weights for each event, it becomes unwieldy for the large number of 
dimensions needed to describe the experiment in its full generality. For example, 
in addition to the nine variables required to describe the incident beam, scattered 
electron and emerging nucleon there are other dependences such as the implicit 
dependence of the cross section on the beam-target interaction point. In addition, 
in contrast to MCEEP’s method, the importance sampling technique used in a true 
Monte Carlo requires a large number of events in order to obtain precise statistics 
for small cross sections in the presence of a  dominant contribution. For example, in 
deuterium the quasielastic electron-proton cross section is 7-to-10 times larger than 
the electron-neutron cross section over this range of kinematics. This makes the 
electron-proton scattering process the dominant channel. Obtaining precise statis­
tics for the electron-neutron scattering process would then take considerably more 
computer processing time.
The program MCEEP is written in a modular form allowing easy incorporation of 
specialized subroutines. This is particularly important for the cross section routines 
so that, with minimal effort, theoretical models such as the calculations of Arenhovel 
can be incorporated. The program keep the management of the kinematics general 
so that variations with respect to any variable can be examined and experiments 
with arbitrary geometries (such as out-of-plane with either a raised spectrometer 
or beam swinger) can be considered. In addition, MCEEP allows for a general 
three-dimensional beam-target interaction region so that the effects of the extended 
deuterium target and the finite beam size ( or even in general, rastered or defocussed 
beams) can be evaluated.
MCEEP can perform calculations for elastic (e,e)X scattering, inelastic (e,e'X) 
scattering to  bound states of the residual system or (e,e'X) in the (unrestricted) 
continuum according to the user’s choice. Each of these options was used in the 
present analysis of this experiment. For elastic scattering, MCEEP performs a
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two-dimensional integral over the electron solid angle. The electron final energy as 
well as the nuclear recoil momentum are all constrained kinematically. For elastic 
scattering the user may choose to enforce the acceptance cuts of the hadron arm  to 
simulate an A(e,e'A) experiment, or leave the recoil kinematically unrestricted (i.e., 
single-arm elastic scattering). This latter option was used to calculate the elastic 
hydrogen (e,e) single-arm cross section. For the inelastic bound state, MCEEP per­
forms a five dimensional integral, wherein the ejectile momentum is calculated from 
the bound state missing mass (for deuterium, the missing mass is a  delta function 
at 2 .2  MeV) which is specified in the input file, and the values of the other five 
randomly selected kinematical variables (the electron momentum and in-plane and 
out-plane angles and the neutron in-plane and out-of-plane angles). This bound- 
state option was used to calculate the averaged theoretical cross section. For the 
continuum case, the ejectile momentum is also randomly selected and the missing 
mass is then calculated event-by-event. This option was used to calculate the cross 
section in the presence of radiation, as described in Appendix A. [In the peaking 
approximation, the cross section in the presence of radiation is a six-fold differen­
tial; for example, this cross section can be written as differential in the electron 
scattering angles, the neutron scattering angles, the energy transfer and the photon 
energy.]
The output of MCEEP consists of a  set of histograms representing dynamical quan­
tities (polarizations, cross sections or the actual yield) as a function of various kine­
matical variables. The physics observable (the histogram y-axis) as well as the 
kinematic variable (the histogram x-axis) are selected by the user via an input file. 
For example, Figure 5.2 shows the cross section versus recoil momentum of the 
neutron for the three kinematics. In addition, the user can specify a set of cuts 
such as the neutron scattering angles or final electron momentum, to be applied 
to either all histograms (global cuts) or to individual histograms (specific cuts). 
Histograms of Transport ray coordinates can also be requested in the spectrometer 
analysis section of the input file. Finally, MCEEP produces a summary file which 
consists of a formatted display of the user input, histogram summary tables and 
various statistics which reflect the population of the kinematical variables.
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Figure  5.2 Recoil momenta versus cross section.
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As stated earlier in this section, MCEEP generates events by populating the user- 
defined acceptances. An event is defined as any combination of variables which 
completely specifies the reaction in the laboratory frame of reference. For each 
event, weights which correspond to the relevant observables (cross sections, yields, 
etc.) are computed according to a user selected physics model. The histograms 
represent the accumulation of these weights. Any of the weights corresponding to 
the various physical observables can be attached to a given histogram by selections 
made within the user input file.
For this experiment the measured profile of the neutron-detection-efficiency versus 
neutron-kinetic-energy was parameterized and put into the code. The computed 
cross section was then weighted by the probability for detection of the neutron, 
and gave the theoretical yield for the “trues” in the TO F peak. The averaged 
cross section was then computed from the yield weighted by the same detection 
efficiency (for the central energy of the kinematics) as was used in computing the 
experimental cross section. This enabled us to examine the effect of finite neutron 
energy acceptance on the cross section (because the neutron detection efficiency 
does change albeit slowly with neutron energy).
An event is chosen by randomly selecting a  momentum and two orientation angles 
for each particle (the scattered electron and emerging hadron) somewhere within 
the experimental acceptance. In the most general case, the beam-target interac­
tion point is also chosen at random  somewhere within the deuterium target volume 
(consistent, of course, with the finite beam profile). The angular apertures of the 
spectrometers can be either rectangular or elliptical. The tingles are actually cho­
sen by specifying spatial coordinates (one along X  and one along Y  where these 
coordinates are defined according to the Transport notation) within each of the 
two apertures. This combined with the beam-target interaction coordinates specify 
the actual orientation angles relative to a fixed system in  the laboratory for each 
of the two emerging particles. Computationally, this m ethod of sampling is very 
efficient because it guarantees that the particles lie within the apertures even for 
extended targets. In contrast, if one selects angles at rsmdom (relative to a fixed 
coordinate system in the laboratory) there is no guarantee that for any origination
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point within the target the resulting particle will lie within the solid angle defining 
aperture. Finally, the user may elect to give the incident beam a spread in energy or 
angle in which case these quantities are chosen randomly according to a prescribed 
(Gaussian) distribution with mean values equal to the nominal input values. 
Arenhovell80^  computed the structure functions which are functions of three ex­
perimental variables for each of our three points on a grid of points covering the 
experimental acceptance in 25 steps across the neutron-proton center-of-mass scat­
tering angles, 5 steps in the final electron energy, and three steps in the electron 
scattering angles. [The out-of-plane angular dependence was handled separately 
since the structure functions do not depend on it.] MCEEP interpolated the four 
structure functions across this grid to compute the cross sections which are func­
tions of five experimental variables and yields point-by-point over the acceptances. 
Additionally, Arenhovelt7^ computed the grid at all of our kinematics for severed 
values of the magnetic form factor G (-1 0 %, 0 % and + 1 0 % relative changes ver­
sus the dipole model). In this way we could test how sensitive the cross section 
was to the changes in G jf, and better extract G%f (and evaluate the kinematic 
uncertainties, as explained in the next section).
5.2.4 K inem atical U ncertainties
Sensitivity to kinematic uncertainties was examined by independently varying the 
kinematics in the Monte Carlo simulation MCEEP and examining the change in the 
cross section. The program provides for simulation of various detector/spectrometer 
systems by allowing the user to specify a series of “spectrometer elements” which 
act on a Transport vector (see Section 4.3.4) based on the laboratory coordinates 
directly sampled in the Monte Carlo event loop. Analysis of uncertainties is ac­
complished by allowing the user to offset a given Transport ray coordinate or to 
smear it with a  Gaussian resolution function. Several other types of elements are 
also available including multiplication of the Transport vector by a matrix, drifts 
and rotations in field-free regions, and spin precession through a series of magnetic 
elements. In addition, both histograms and cuts can be defined at any point along 
the spectrometer line. The cuts can be attached to particular histograms defined
t80l H. Arenhoveli private communication
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at any location or can be applied globally. Note that the so-called “spectrometer” 
elements are not restricted to magnetic devices but can also be used to simulate 
simpler detector systems, such as the neutron detectors used in this experiment. 
The uncertainty from a  1 mr offset in the electron angle was determined to be small 
( < 0.1%). An offset in the electron energy of ±  0.5% reduces the cross section 
by 2%. Because we examined each variable independently, the effect was to reduce 
the cross section regardless of whether or not we were adding a positive or negative 
offset to the kinematic variable. This is because the experiment was performed at 
the top of the quasielastic peak; any change moved the center of the acceptances off 
of the quasielastic peak. The uncertainties in the neutron detection efficiency, the 
empty target subtraction, and the hydrogen (p,n) contamination were dominated 
by statistics. The contributions to the uncertainty in the measured cross sections 
are summarized in Table 2.
Q3 (GeV/c)2 0.109 0.176 0.255
Empty target ± 0 .2 ± 0 .1 ±0.3
(p,n) reactions ±0.9 ±1.4 ±1.4
Target thickness ± 1 .0 ± 1 .0 ± 1 .0
Beam current ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5
Solid angle ± 0 .6 ± 0 .6 ± 0 .6
Scattering angle ± 0 .0 2 ± 0 .1 ±0.03
Energy ± 2 .0 ± 2 .0 ± 2 .0
Neutron detection efficiency ±3.4 ±3.6 ±1.7
Radiative corrections ±1.4 ± 1 .2 ±1.5
Total systematic uncertainty ±4.5 ±4.7 ±3.6
Statistical uncertainty ±4.0 ±1.9 ±4.9
Table 5.4 Cross Section Uncertainties (%).
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Figure 5.3 Measured cross sections for G^j equal to the dipole value and ±10%.
5.3 E x trac tin g  G%f
This section explains how the value of (?£f  was extracted. As was previously men­
tioned, the cross section was computed for several values of the magnetic form 
factor. Additionally the theoretical uncertainties are estimated. The measured 
cross section has no theoretical uncertainties; it is exactly the value it is. However 
when we try to extract information on the hadronic current from this measured 
cross section, the uncertainty of the model must be taken into account. The the­
oretical uncertainty in the extracted value of results from a combination of 
uncertainties in G% and the nucleon-nucleon potential. Although both of these are 
small effects on the cross section, the size of the uncertainty in the extraction of 
Gm  is not negligible.
The acceptance-averaged theoretical cross section was compared with our measured 
cross section after correcting for radiation. This theoretical cross section took into
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account meson exchange currents (MEC), final state interactions (FSI), and isobar 
configurations (IC). As mentioned, these terms made a very small difference to 
our cross section. Figure 5.3 shows the cross section for the three values of Gj^: 
the dipole value, the dipole +10% and the dipole —10%, The cross section scales 
essentially linearly with the square of the neutron magnetic form factor, showing 
the sensitivity.
5.3.1 T he N ucleon-N ucleon P o ten tia l
Although the effect on the cross section of the FSI is small, the magnitude or 
strength of the FSI depends on the choice of the nucleon-nucleon potential. A good 
question is how sensitive are the results of this experiment, the extracted values of 
to FSI and the particular choice of the nucleon-nucleon potential. The best 
method of quantifying the strength of FSI is to examine the changes in the cross 
section due to the FSI.
The sensitivity of the cross section to FSI in various nucleon-nucleon potentials was 
explored for the Bonn, Argonne V14, Nijmegen, and the Paris potentials for our 
kinematics; the cross sections at all three kinematics differ by < 2 % (and the form 
factor Gfij by <1%), with the Paris potential giving intermediate values. The Paris 
potential was used to extract GJ^, and the uncertainty in (Gj^ ) 2 due to this choice 
was taken to be the difference in the cross section: 2 %.
5.3.2 T he  Value o f G%
Arenhovel assumed the value of G% given by the Galster fit to the data (see Section 
2 .2 .1  for a description of the Galster fit). The magnitude of the Galster best-fit-to- 
the-data for Gg is about half the magnitude of the dipole value (which also gives 
the largest prediction for Gg of any of the models examined). [Note: The use of 
a different model of the electric form factor would result in a different value of the 
extracted magnetic form factor. The contribution of the Galster parameterization 
of Gg to the cross section ranges from 1.5% at Q2 =  0.109 (GeV/c) 2 to 3.5% at Q2 
= 0.255 (GeV/c)2.] Therefore the uncertainty was estimated to be the difference 
between the Galster fit and the two extreme models: Gg =  0 and the dipole fit for 
Gg. The error in the value of GjJj2 then ranges from 1.5 - 3.5% over our kinematics.
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5.4 R esults
The results of our measurements of (GJ^ ) 2 in units of (/inGr>)2 axe plotted as closed 
circles in Figure 5.4 versus Q3. While the large error bars on the prior data preclude 
a strong statement regarding a possible enhancement of Gfo at low Q2 relative to 
the dipole model, the smaller error bars on our results support this enhancement. 
The fit by Simon, which is the dot-dashed curve labeled ‘Mainz’ in Figure 5.4, 
is an empirical fit to proton scattering data, normalized by the neutron magnetic 
moment. The dashed curve labeled ‘Gari-Krumpelman’ is a semiphenomenological 
synthesis of meson and quark dynamics and the short dashed curve labeled ‘Hohler’ 
is based on an extended model of vector dominance. A more extensive discussion 
of the theoretical curves is given in Chapter 2 .
Some general comments about the curves are in order. All the commonly used 
theoretical parametrizations tend to underestimate the data at low Q3 because 
they are empirical fits to global data sets that are constrained largely by the proton 
form factors, which in fact are smaller than the dipole fit for both GPM and GE at 
low momentum transfers (see the Section 2.3). Over the total range, the dipole form 
factor describes the GjJf data in a reasonable fashion, as indicted by previous results 
at high Q3 (see Chapter 2). New results from the NE11 collaboration (see the next 
section) should significantly reduce the present uncertainty at higher Q2. However 
these low Q2 data indicate that simple dipole prescription is inadequate to describe 
the detailed behavior of the response function at the several percent level. The 
present measurements clearly indicate an enhancement at low Q2 of GJf relative to 
the dipole fit as well as the other fits in Figure 5.4. These results confirm previous 
indications from single-arm scattering of excess strength in the low Q2 range above 
that of the dipole fit. Although the prior single-arm data have larger theoretical 
uncertainties (as well as systematic), a close examination of the previous data will 
provide indications of excess strength. Although we attribute this excess strength 
to an enhanced form factor, it could be due also to nuclear effects not incorporated 
into standard models; either case is interesting.
It is worth noting again that this data represents a “bump” in the ratio of the form 
factor to the dipole fit. Looking at the graph, one might tend to see an enhancement
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Figure 5.4 The ratio of the neutron magnetic form factor, to the dipole fit 
is plotted versus Q2. The curves are given in the text. The inner error bars are 
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F igure  5.5 The ratio of the neutron magnetic form factor, to the dipole fit 
is plotted versus Q3. The solid circles are this experiment. The curves are given in 
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that remains above the dipole value with decreasing Q2, the magnitude must drop 
back down to the dipole value. Although not shown on the graph, the value of 
Gm  (0 ) is very well known because this is just the magnetic moment of the neutron. 
Therefore the value of the ratio, Gj^Oj/^nGotO) =  1.
Of particular note is the comparison with the proton form factors previously men­
tioned. Given that this enhancement occurs at approximately the same value of Q2 
as the proton exhibits missing strength (relative to the dipole), it may be indica­
tive of some form of isospin dependence. Additional measurements in this region 
would be useful to confirm this result and to determine its full moraentum-transfer 
dependence.
5.5 F u tu re  W ork
At higher momentum transfers, the NE11 collaboration has recently completed 
measurements of the neutron form factors, finding that G ^  roughly follows the 
dipole fit out to momentum transfers of 4 (GeV/c)2. These measurements, per­
formed at SLAC, were inclusive single-arm measurements where the cross section 
for elastic scattering from the proton was subtracted out. As was pointed out in 
Section 2 .2 , this subtraction of two large and roughly equal numbers is problematic. 
In particular, the SLAC measurements found the value of (G ^ /G d ) 2 to be consis­
tent with zero for all momentum transfers. Exclusive measurements, at laboratories 
with high duty factors such as CEBAF and Mainz, offer a means of minimizing the 
uncertainties in the experimental determination of the neutron form factors. The 
coincidence technique utilized in the present experiment should also prove fruitful 
for higher energies.
A mostly European collaboration, led by Bonn, NIKHEF, and Utrecht, t82^ plans 
to measure Gjjf by the coincidence method also. The technique involves measuring 
simultaneously the d(e,e'n) and d(e,e'p) cross sections, and taking the ratio:
R  = (5.7)
t8l] P.E.Bosted e t at., presented at the Baryons 92 Conference, to be published; NPAS-TN-92-1 (1992). 
[61] >p g Bauer, private communication.
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Three data points have already been taken, at Q2 =  0.094, 0.13, and 0.26 (GeV/c)2. 
The first two points were taken at NIKHEF, in the spring of 1990, and the third 
point was taken at the ELSA facility in Bonn in December 1991. The NIKHEF 
measurements used currents from 70 nA to 2/iA, and a duty cycle of 1%. The Bonn 
measurements (a second is planned at Q2 = 0.43 (GeV/c)2) used currents of 25 nA 
and a duty factor of 25%.
The Bonn-NIKHEF-Utrecht collaboration determined the efficiency of their neutron 
detectors by two separate techniques. The experiments at NIKHEF relied on elastic 
neutron-proton scattering, which made use of the 72 MeV neutron beam at the Paul 
Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland. The neutrons were scattered from 
a liquid hydrogen target. Recoiling protons were detected in a telescope consisting 
of two 2-dimensional wire chambers, followed by plastic scintillators. The detected 
protons provided a “tag” for the neutrons.
The Bonn measurement, performed in the spring of 1991, utilized the same d(7 ,pn) 
reaction as our experiment. The proton-neutron cross sections were measured simul­
taneously with the electron-neutron cross sections, utilizing a third arm of plastic 
scintillators to detect the protons. However because of the high electron incident 
energy (1.4 GeV) the kinematics were above pion production threshold, meaning 
that the final state was not constrained to be two-body. The d(7 ,pn) reaction was 
only useful at these energies and kinematics as a monitor of the stability of the de­
tection efficiency, not as an absolute calibration. The reaction H(7 , 7r+n) was used 
to produce exclusively tagged neutrons, which provided the absolute calibration of 
the neutron detectors.
These measurements are expected to obtain results on the neutron magnetic form 
factor, G'jlf, with total uncertainties between 3 and 5%. (Versus uncertainties rang­
ing from 3 to 3.6% for our measurements). Because the highest of the three per­
formed measurements (taken at Bonn) is at essentially the same momentum transfer 
as our highest point (Q2 =  0.26 {GeV/c)2 versus Q2 =  0.255 (GeV/c)2) a compar­
ison of their results to ours would be interesting. More interesting however, will be 
the results at the lower two points, which bracket the lowest point of our measure­
ments (the NIKHEF points were taken at Q2 =  0.093,0.13 (GeV/c)2 and our point
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was taken at Q2 = 0.109 (GeV/c)2). It would be interesting to see if the NIKHEF 
data confirm the excess strength seen at the lowest Q2 of the present experiment. 
Moreover, plotted as the ratio to the proton an even larger enhancement should be 
observed, since the proton magnetic form factor, GPM> is about 5% less than the 
dipole model predicts at this momentum transfer. [The enhancement is relative to 
the dipole model, as noted previously. Furthermore, the enhancement must van­
ish as Q2 —*■ 0  since the magnetic moment is well known, and the dipole model is 
normalized to this value at Q2 =  0.]
There is also a collaboration at Mainz that has an approved proposal to measure G£t 
at 6  values of Q2 ranging from 0.12 to 0.86 (GeV/c)2. t83l Expected uncertainties 
on the Mainz proposal are 4% in the value of {G'fa)2 (and therefore 2 % in GJ^). 
This experiment will also use the ratio technique.
The present collaboration plans to perform another set of measurements as well, 
using the higher duty factor (85%) available in 1993 after the upgrade of the Bates 
Linear Accelerator. It would be very interesting to take on the order of a dozen 
small steps between Q2 =  0 and Q2 =  0.5 (GeV/c)2, and map out the behavior in 
greater detail.
5.6 Conclusions
Absolute d(e,e'n)p exclusive cross-sections were obtained at three values of Q2 : 
0.255, 0.176 and 0.109 (GeV/c)2. These cross sections are sensitive primarily to 
the neutron magnetic form factor at these quasifree kinematics. Comparisons to 
a complete theoretical model, including theoretical corrections for FSI, MEC, IC, 
and the effect of acceptance averaging enabled the precise extraction of the neu­
tron magnetic form factor, Gjyf. The values of Gjfj are consistent with the dipole 
parametrization at the two higher momentum transfers; at the lowest momentum 
transfer the value of GjJy is 1 0 % higher than the dipole model.
This enhancement at low momentum transfer is consistent with previous inclusive 
measurements. However it should be pointed out that comparison to the previously 
published measurements must be done with caution because the uncertainties on
t83] Mainz Al/3-90, "Measurement of the Neutron Magnetic Form Factor", J.Jourdan contact person.
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the previous data are not directly comparable either to each other or to the present 
data.
Although the excess strength in the measured cross section at low Q2 is attributed 
to an enhanced form factor, it could be due also to nuclear effects not incorporated 
into standard models; in either case the behavior requires better understanding. 
Additional measurements in this low Q2 region, involving mapping out the Q2 
response in detail, would be useful to confirm this result and to understand its full 
momentum-transfer dependence.
Appendix A
Radiative Corrections
An important correction to the cross section for electron-nncleon scattering (shown 
in Figure A.l a) ) arises from the electron radiating either a real or virtual photon 
either before or after interacting with the neutron. Because the neutron is much 
more massive than the electron (as well as being uncharged), it radiates much less 
readily and so radiative corrections for the neutron have been ignored (i.e., radiative 
corrections were only computed for the electron). Typically one can take either of 
two approaches to the problem: either compare radiatively corrected (i.e., “unradi­
ated”) data with an unradiated theoretical calculation or “radiate” the theory and 
compare directly to the data (since the measured data are “radiated” by nature). 
[By “unradiate” I mean to compute what the measured cross section would be in 
the absence of radiation.] Theorists typically do not radiate their theoretical cal­
culations, which leaves the experimentalist to “unradiate” his data, as done here 
(although the calculation of the corrections to “unradiate” the data required using 
a theoretical model).
A . l  T he Scattering  P rocess w ith  R ad ia tion
Figure A .l shows the Feynman diagrams corresponding to the electron-nucleon scat­
tering followed by the possibility of the emission of a real or virtual photon. Figure 
A .l b) and c-d) correspond to emission and reabsorption of virtual photons resulting 
in an effective renormalization of the electron charge and mass, respectively. Figure 
A.l e) results from vacuum polarization and gives a renormalization of the photon 
propagator.
Besides virtual photons, real photons may also be emitted either before (Figure A.l 
f) ) or after (Figure A.l g) ) the (e,e'n) scattering. For the purpose of computing 
the correction to the experimental data, emission of real photons can be divided 
into two classes. For events where the energy of the emitted photon is small (i.e.,
(125)
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a b
Q ,  r
e
, ^ r .
9
F igu re  A .l  Diagrams for electron scattering without (a) and with (b-i) radiative 
emission of photons. The next four diagrams (b-d) renormalize the electron charge, 
mass and the photon propagator and are included in the soft-photon correction. 
Diagrams f) and g) contribute to  the radiative tails when > AE  and to the 
Schwinger correction when <  A F .
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less than the energy resolution of the experiment, A E )f the radiative process is 
indistinguishable from the case where there was no emission. This is often referred 
to as the soft photon correction. Emission of higher energy photons then results in 
the observed radiative tail.
Actually the electron may emit more than one photon, although the probability 
successively decreases by a factor of a, the fine structure constant. Examples of 
higher order diagrams corresponding to the emission of a real photon and a virtual 
photon or the emission of two virtual photons are shown if Figure A.l h-i). The 
emission of photons to all orders must be taken into account in the exact correction. 
The radiative tail correction has two components as previously alluded to, corre­
sponding to the photon being emitted before and after the (e,efn) scattering vertex. 
Because the radiated photon is not detected, the kinematics must be inferred from 
the measured or “spectrometer” values of the electron and neutron variables and 
can be substantially different than the kinematics for the (e,e'n) scattering in the 
absence of any photon emission. Knowing the initial electron 4-momentum and 
final electron and neutron 4-momenta, it is possible to reconstruct the kinematics 
of the electron-nucleon vertex. The electron e and the target nucleus D form the 
initial system and the scattered electron e', the radiated photon 7 , the detected 
neutron n and the undetected proton p form the final system:
e + D —ye1+ y  + n + p (-^-1)
In the case of radiation occurring after the electron-nucleon vertex (Figure A.l g) ) 
the vertex occurs with the final E2, given by:
(E2)2 = ( P + 7 )2 = (S  + D - p - n ) 2 , (A. 2)
and in the case of radiation occurring before the electron-nucleon vertex (Figure 
A .l h) ) the vertex occurs with the initial electron E 2i given by:
(.Eh) 2 =  (S  -  7 ) 2 =  (P  +  p + n -  D)2 (A.3)
where S  and P  are the “spectrometer” values of the electron initial and final mom­
entum, 7  is the radiated photon, and E\ (E2) is the initial (final) electron at the
vertex for the case of radiation before (after) the electron-nucleon vertex. The en-
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ergy and momentum transfers of the electron-nucleon scattering in the presence of 
radiation become:
(j _> (J) _  -y t (-4.4)
and
5  —£^5/151, (before);
-  -  (A.5)
R , P f \ P U  (after)
These kinematic relations assume the validity of the “peaking” approximation due 
to Schiff (i.e., the radiated photons emerge preferentially along the electron 
momentum direction).
Any combination of w and 7  such that the difference (w —7 ) falls into the kinematical 
region of interest can occur (with varying probabilities). Thus a large kinematical 
range for the (e,e'n) process feeds the instrumental acceptances. In particular, cal­
culation of the radiative tail requires knowledge of the cross section for all lower 
w’s and Eqb. The least model-dependent method for calculating the tail relies on 
measuring the coincidence cross section over a broad kinematical range and per­
forming a radiative unfolding of the data. Such an approach, although in principle 
the best one, is very impractical since it requires an enormous amount of accelerator 
time as well as good neutron energy resolution (good electron energy resolution is 
assumed). Because we did not have sufficient neutron energy resolution and beam 
time is scarce another method was chosen.
A.2 T he  R adiative  C ross Section
A model for the (e,e'n) scattering process was assumed permitting calculation of 
the cross section at any desired kinematics. The yields for the unradiated theory 
and the radiated theory were computed within the following model and the ratio 
of the two was compared. [Because the cross section for the radiated cross section 
is a  6 -fold differential cross section and the cross section for the unradiated is a 
5-fold differential cross section, it is not possible to directly compare the two cross 
sections.]
M  L.I. Schiff, Phya Rev. ar, 750 (1952).
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The above method allows one to calculate the radiative tail for fixed electron kine­
matics. Actually, the electron spectrometer has finite acceptances and different 
values of kinematic variables give slightly different radiative tails. In addition, 
the Schwinger (soft photon) correction varies over the electron spectrometer accep­
tances. To account for the finite acceptances, the tail and Schwinger corrections 
were calculated on a multi-dimensional grid. The Monte Carlo program MCEEP 
was used to do the acceptance averaging. Because the program was set up to popu­
late the acceptances for the 4-fold differential cross section as differential in Pn (not 
I&y), the calculated cross section (differential in E^) was converted to one differential 
in Pn (which is what MCEEP was setup to handle as a variable).
The Monte Carlo program MCEEP (which had a parameterization of the measured 
neutron efficiency profile in it) uniformly populated the electron and neutron accep­
tances (both in angle and momenta). The above mentioned kinematical relation­
ships were used to define the vertex kinematics of the electron-neutron scattering 
accompanied by real photon emission. The cross section (in the peaking approxi­
mation) for neutron knockout accompanied by photon emission can be written in a 
manner similar to that of Borie and Drechsel:
di a _  d4cr dEy 
dSled£lpdivdPn dQedCip(kijdEy dPn
d3<T0(E0 - E „ E f ) d*cr0(E0iE f  + Ey) ( ' }
B d a edQpdw J B  +  l A  d Q ed n pd u  A
The first (second) term gives the contribution for radiation before (after) the (e,e'n) 
scattering event. The factors J b  and J a are then just the Jacobians to go to the 
four-fold differential cross section differential in Pn (the variable MCEEP is written 
to use in calculations) from the cross section differential in Ey (which is what our 
algorithm uses in calculations, as previously described):
Jb  (before) ,m L _  (
dPn \
(A. 7)
Ja (after)
The prescription due to Mo and Tsai (801 was used to calculate Tjg and the
[®51 E. Borie end D. Drechsel, Nucl. Phys. A ier, 369 (1971) 
t88l L.W. Mo and Y.S. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys. 41, 205 (1969).
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probability of radiating a photon of energy Ey before or after the (e,e'n) event:
rB = 
rA =
/.tn '/.I *ll)p (V
where
< ,= 2 .* ( i /  =  0) =  2 [ J n ^ ] - 2 K r
it nt“ 4
0?5 p = E.
vs — 
up =
El  -  Es ~ Ev
E s E s  
Ep Ep
jE?2 Ep  +  E-f 
Wfnax ~  y /E sE p
Here E s (Ep) is the incident (final) electron energy or the beam (OHIPS measured) 
energy. [These have been referred to as the “spectrometer” energies above.] The 
photon energy (Ey) is defined for the case of radiation before the vertex interaction 
to be ws and for the case of radiation after the vertex interaction to be wp. The 
exponentiated Schwinger correction takes into account emission of virtual photons 
and soft photons (together known as the Schwinger correction) to all orders: ^
-2 a
So =
7T
H  /^ ln  —  -  l )  -  — ) 
.1 2  V m . J 36 . (A.1 0 )
The second term in the definition of i(us,p) (i.e., the term ^r[us,p — %(vs,p+ 1)2]) is 
the thick target or the so-called “t2 -effect”. Unlike the other corrections calculated 
above which depend linearly on the target thickness this depends on the square of 
the target thickness and so is important only for relatively thick targets.
In practical applications of the radiative corrections, the effect of electron straggling 
in the target should be included. As mentioned in the prescription of Mo and 
Tsai, the internal bremsstrahlung has roughly the same effect as that given by two
[®TJ J. Schwinger, Phya. Rev. re, 790 (1949).
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external radiators (one before and one after the scattering) each with a thickness 
(in radiation lengths) of:
t iJ  = - 1 ] (A 11) 
At the highest Q2 =  0.255(Gey/c)2 the sum of U and t j  is equivalent to 0.0223 
radiation lengths. The target had a thickness of 0.0066 radiation lengths. The 
magnitude of the straggling effect of the electron in the target can then be similar in 
magnitude to the size of the radiative correction. At these moderately high electron 
initial and final energies, the only electron energy attenuation of importance is due to 
bremsstrahlung radiation (i.e., ionization can be ignored). For the same reason, the 
bremsstrahlung cross section can be computed l88l with complete screening except 
near the tip of the bremsstrahlung spectra (Ey —*■ 0). The only further assumption 
used is that on the average the scattering occurs in the center of the target (i.e., 
half of the internal bremsstrahlung is due to the target before the electron-nucleon 
interaction and half after the interaction).
. 4 , 1 Z  + 1 1 \ / a 4 n\
= 3 ^  +  9 Z  + £]n(183Z-:i/3)}  ^ ^
and
h.(144DZ-»/»)
'  ln(183Z->/3) ( )
For deuterium (Z=l) £ =  1.396 and b = 1.357. [For almost any nucleus, b ~  4/3.
It changes very slowly with increasing Z.]
The low energy part of the radiative correction (the soft photon correction) was 
calculated using Equation A .6  in a similar manner. If the computed energy of the 
photon, Ey} is less than some cutoff A:
T =  ( - ^ - ) * ° -  (A.14)
Wma! «
For computational purposes, this posed a small problem. The majority of the 
correction comes at very small photon energies, Ey <§( 1 eV. Because the acceptances 
are uniformly populated, the problem boils down to a sampling problem. The very 
low photon energies are not populated. To correct for this, the low energy correction
£88] H.A. Bethe and W. Heitler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A148 83 (1934).
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was integrated, from 0 MeV to the cutoff A (typically this number is on the order 
of an MeV).
( D =  [ *  f J Z - ^ h . d u
J o  " m w  0) ^ 1 5 J
  /  ^  \ ^ 0 1
^ m a s  A
For photon energies less than A this definition of (I1) was used instead of Equation 
A.8  in the calculated radiated cross section (Equation A.6 ).
In order to calculate the radiative tail, it is necessary to calculate the cross section 
in the absence of radiation, <tq . The model chosen for the coincidence (e,e'n) cross 
section was the factorized PWIA expression:
°pmA =  dn'dnXi  ^= £ ” )  ( A ' 1 6 )
where the kinematic factor, K , and the half off-shell electron-neutron cross section, 
o'ep, were taken from de Forest^32] (“CC1” prescription) and the spectral function 
is given by:
& ( p r > em )  —  | ^ ( P r ) | 2 / ( £ m )
with <f>(pr) given by a measured momentum distribution. /(e m) is the missing 
energy distribution of the coincidence cross section and for deuterium is given by a 
delta function at 2.2 MeV:
f(em) = S {2 .2 -e m) (A.18)
where tf(0) =  1. (This is derived from energy conservation: em =  ea +Ey where ea is 
the (positive) binding energy of the shell labeled by a.) Then the above expression 
reduces to:
CPWIA =  <mednpdu = K<r*p\<l>(Pr)\26{2'2 ~  «m) (4.19)
This cross section gives results fro our kinematics which are consistent with those 
in the more complete theoretical model described in Chapter 5.
(®B) F. Krautschneider, Ph.D. Thesis, Bonn University, BONN-IR-76-37 (1976).
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A .3 T he R adiative C orrec tion
The following prescription was used to radiatively correct the data. The spectrom­
eter acceptances were populated by MCEEP. From the spectrometer values for the 
electron initial and final momenta and energies and the neutron final momenta and 
energies, the energies of the interaction were calculated (separately for before and 
after). Then if the calculated energy of the radiated photon was greater than the 
cutoff, A, the probability T of emitting a photon of that energy was computed ac­
cording to Equations A.8  and A.9. If the energy was less than A, the probability 
was computed according to Equation A.15. A parametrization of the efficiency of 
the neutron detectors was used in the code to determine the efficiency for each 
point populated in the phase space. The cross section was computed according to 
Equation A .6  for each point of the acceptances, and then summed and averaged to 
determine the yields. Table A.l shows the radiated and unradiated yields and the 
corrections for the three cross sections. The correction is the ratio of the uncorrected 
yield to the corrected yield.
Table A .l  The Radiative Yields and Corrections.
Q2 {G eV /c f 0.108 0.176 0.255
Unradiated Yield (counts/sec) 14.988 19.857 23.695
Radiated Yield (counts/sec) 12.702 16.972 19.912
Radiative corrections 1.18 
±  0.014
1.17 
±  0 .0 1 2
1.19 
±  0.015
The sensitivity to the choice of the low energy cutoff, A, used in Equation A.15 
was explored by choosing several values of A (0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 5.0 MeV) and 
determining the radiated cross section for each value. Convergence was reached for 
A =  1.0 MeV. The value of the radiated cross section changed by less than 1 % for 
all four values of the cutoff A, with values changing by <C 1% for A of 0.1, 0.5, and 
1.0 MeV. For the calculations shown in Table A.l, the radiative corrections were 
done using A =  1.0 MeV. [This minimized any error due to our choice of A, while
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still allowing us to populate this low photon energy range.]
A .4  The U ncertainty  in th e R adiative C orrection
The radiative correction used here can be parameterized essentially as an exponen­
tial, es. The uncertainty was estimated by assuming it was dominated by the choice 
of the parameterization for the form of the correction. Instead of an exponential, 
the correction could have been calculated in the first Born approximation as being 
of the form (1 + 5 ) . The uncertainty was estimated by examining the difference 
in the magnitude of the correction using the two prescriptions (i.e., the difference 
between the magnitude of the two corrections was used for the uncertainty.)
. * - ( 1 + * )  =  (!  +  « + £  +  £  +  £  +  .„ ) - ( l  +  «)
S 1 6* S*
=  2 ! +  3! +  4 ! + -
Keeping the leading order term, the uncertainty becomes which is what is shown 
in Table A.l as the uncertainty in the radiative correction. The ratio of the uncer­
tainty of the correction to the correction is used in Chapter 5 to compute the effect 
on the measured cross section of the uncertainty in the radiative correction.
It is worth noting exponentiation has been shown to be rigorously correct only in 
the limit w —»■ 0. For large u> the difference between the exponentiated and first Born 
results (to which the exponentiated heals logarithmically) is taken as a measure of 
the error in the radiative correction. Note also that the peaking approximation has 
been defined in a manner that gives the exact result for small u> as well as giving 
the dominant contribution to the correction. Other theoretical uncertainties in the 
radiative corrections, such as the inclusion of r-loops, give smaller uncertainties at 
our Q2 values than the dominant uncertainty estimated here.
Appendix B
OH IPS N orm alizations and  Efficiencies
In order to normalize the coincidence data, several calibration measurements were 
made. First, single-arm electron data was acquired for OHIPS as discussed in 
section 4.7.3. Elastic scattering from hydrogen was used to confirm the effective 
solid angle for OHIPS with an extended (5 cm) target. By comparing the measured 
H(e,e) cross section to established values, calibrations of the solid angle can be 
determined. However the electrons scattered from hydrogen filled the phase space 
differently than the electron scattered quasielastically from deuterium, as shown in 
Figure 4.14. Therefore the relative efficiency of the OHIPS focal plane (i.e. the 
variation in the cross section across the focal plane) was measured. Section B.l 
discusses this measurement and the interpretation. The measurement was done by 
determining the single-arm d(e,ef) cross section in a region where the variation of 
the cross section across the focal plane was flat.
The above method calibrates the relative efficiency of all channels relative to some 
channel. In order to determine the absolute calibration of the focal plane the cen­
troids of various elastic and inelastic peaks are determined. Together with the mag­
netic field(s) and the known excitation energies of the peaks, the energy-position 
data is used to perform a least-squares fit to determine the various focal plane 
calibration constants (such as E0, Co and < z|£ >). This is done in Section B.2 .
B . l  R elative Efficiency D eterm ina tion
As was mentioned previously, generally corrections for variations in the focal plane 
efficiency as a function of position must be made for the OHIPS spectrometer. The 
variation is mainly due to a difference in the scattering angles which effectively feed 
different focal plane positions; the efficiency of the wire chamber itself is basically 
100%. Therefore changes in the efficiency across the focal plane are due primarily 
to changes in the acceptance for rays transported through the spectrometer. In fact 
though, because we limited ourselves to a very small collimator, the variation in
(135)
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scattering angle were small. By further limiting ourselves to the central region of 
the focal plane, the sensitivity was further reduced.
In order to calculate the relative efficiency of the focal plane, overlapping single-arm 
spectra were taken in a Blowly varying region of the continuum, in this case the dip 
region. Table B .l gives the central kinematics used for the measurement. The rela­
tive efficiency measurements were taken with the deuterium target in the dip region 
between the quasielastic and quasifree delta production peaks. The incident electron 
energy was 636 MeV and the scattering angle was 42°. Five overlapping measure­
ments were taken, each differing in momentum by roughly 2% of the spectrometer’s 
central momentum. A large amount of overlap between successive measurements 
insures that every focal plane position samples momenta differing only by small 
amounts. Because the cross section is slowly varying and because the efficiency 
of a given channel is constant, this provides a determination of the shape of the 
spectrum being sampled. Furthermore, taking several overlapping measurements 
implies that the same momentum is sampled by several different channels. Any 
difference in the measured yield at two channels sampling the same momentum is 
due entirely to a difference in the efficiencies between the two channels. Thus, the 
relative efficiency (i.e. the efficiency of all channels relative to a given channel) as 
a function of focal plane position can be determined.
Since the cross section is slowly varying, the spectrum is approximated by a sum 
of Legendre polynomials up to order n. (n = 4 sufficed.) The predicted number of 
counts in channel i for the kih measurement is:
C ft =  ti<rikN k (B .l)
where e; is the relative efficiency of channel i and is the cross section for channel 
i and measurement k , approximated by
n
<Tik =  ^ alPl(Pik) (B.2 )
1=0
where Pi is the lih order Legendre polynomial. JV*. is the normalization factor for
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0e
deg
e
MeV
e'
MeV
-41.9 636 435.9
-41.9 636 426.9
-41.9 636 418.9
-41.9 636 410.0
-41.9 636 401.9
Table B .l  Kinematics for Relative Efficiency Measurement.
run k given by
Nk =  <NAm  A n-fDTMte0
where f o x  is a run dependent deadtime factor, M-t is target mass in mg/mole, N a 
is Avogadro’s number, Q/e0 is the total number of electrons incident on the target, 
and t is the target thickness in mg/cm2. Aflc is the solid angle for the electron 
arm. Finally, pik is the momentum sampled by channel i for measurement k:
P‘> = r i ( 1 + < ^ l^ 0 0 ( i - • . ) ) ■  (.BA)
p\ is the central momentum for measurement fc, < x\c >  is the number of centime­
ters per channel, < x\6 > is the dispersion in cm/% and z'o is the central channel. 
An iterative procedure is used to determine both the coefficients, ai, and the relative 
efficiencies. The coefficients axe determined by minimizing %2:
X2 =  Y } ° K  -  <B -6)
i,k
where Cfj? is the measured number of counts for channel * and measurement k 
and v)ik is a statistical weighting factor. Because the efficiencies have not yet been 
determined, they are all set to unity, as a first guess. Thus, we find values of aj 
which satisfy:
dy2
■ P -  -  0, Vm. (B.6)oam
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These conditions lead to a system of linear equations for the coefficients:
n
X m = Y J Mmlal (5 . 7)
1=0
where
Xm  =  X ) CgwikNkCiPmteik) (5.8)
i,k
and
Mml =  Y , ( N ^ i ) 2wikPrn(Pik)Pl(m). (5.9)
i,k
The coefficients are then found by inverting the matrix, M: A  =  M ~*X. The 
relative efficiencies can be computed by comparing the predicted number of counts, 
C th, to the measured number, (7**:
E k C!Z 
Ejfe Xk S/=0 alPl(Pik)
A new x 2 is computed with these efficiencies and new coefficients, aj, are determined. 
This procedure is repeated until convergence is established for both the coefficients 
and the relative efficiencies. The resulting relative efficiency profile for OHIPS is 
shown in Figure B.l. What is plotted is the efficiency versus channel number. 
The cross sections vs. w for the set of five overlapping measurements are used to 
determine the efficiencies. Also shown is the Legendre polynomial fit to the data. 
These cross sections were normalized by dividing out the absolute efficiencies. In 
addition, pions were removed by requiring a signal from the Aerogel detector so 
that the cross sections shown are for (e,e') only.
It was mentioned that typically the OHIPS efficiency variation is due mostly to 
variations in the amount of solid angle feeding a given momentum channel. In the 
relative efficiency profile shown in Figure B.l there is very little variation over the 
focal plane. This is because of the OHIPS collimator used. The scattering angles 
which feed the various momentum bins have little variation so that the efficiency 
profile seen for the analysis is actually fairly flat, especially in the center where the 
cuts were placed on the data.
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Figure B .l  OHIPS relative efficiency profile. Plotted is the channel number on 
the horizontal scale and the efficiency on the vertical scale.
B .2  Focal P lane Calibration
The calibration of the OHIPS focal plane enabled us to determine the spectrometer
constants such as the first and second order dispersion, < x\8 > and < x\S2 > , as
well as the incident energy, E i, by observing the elastic and inelastic peak positions 
in (e,e') from 13 C. The particle momentum is determined by the focal plane position. 
To second order the relation between focal plane position and momentum is
x j  = <  x|5 > 5o"b < x\S2 >  53 (5.11)
where
So =  (B .1 2 )r ,o
and the central momentum Pq is determined by the field strength and the magnet 
constant of the spectrometer: Po = R qB, where Rq is the spectrometer magnet
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constant (=  77.5 MeV/c/kG) and B  is the dipole magnetic field strength. In practice 
one defines a first order dispersion in terms of the measured channel number G by
where Go is the central ray channel (i.e. where P  = Pq) and Cx is the channel 
width in cm. We can solve for So in terms of Sg. To second order we have
( S M )
Thus, the momentum is given in terms of measured quantities by
P  =  R 0B { l  +  6o)
( s ' 1 5 )
where Ro, B , and Gs axe known and Go, <  s|£ > and <  x\S2 > must be calibrated. 
Figure B.2 shows the (e,e') elastic and inelastic scattering peaks from 1 2C, as mea­
sured in OHIPS. Plotted is the (e,e') yield versus wire chamber channel number in 
the OHIPS focal plane. The centroids of the various elastic and inelastic peaks are 
determined from PAW. These along with the magnetic field and known excitation 
energies serve as input to the code FPCAL. The code constructs an energy scale 
based on Equation B.l, accounts for the most-probable energy loss from Landau 
straggling, and performs a least-squares fit to the energy-position data to determine 
Eo, Go and < x\S >. The electron scattering angle was kept constant at 47° and the 
dipole field strength was kept constant at 5.640 kG for all the measurements. The 
input data are given in Table B.2 while Table B.3 compares the measured to the 
design values for Go, < a:|£ >  and < x\52 > , and gives the incident energy deter­
mined by the fitting procedure. The errors reflect the uncertainties in the OHIPS 
parameters and in the peak positions (±  1-2.5 channels). The results axe consistent, 
within the statistical accuracy, with the spectrometer design parameters and the 
external measurements of the beam energy.
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F igure  B.2 13C Elastic and Inelastic Peaks. Plotted is the (e,e') yield versus 
channel number.
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Dipole Field (kG) Excitation Energy (MeV) Position
5.440 0 .0 -8.5
5.440 4.439 42.7
5.440 7.654 78.9
5.440 9.641 1 0 1 .8
5.440 12.71 136.3
5.440 13.35 144.4
Table B.2 OHIPS 12C(e,e') Peak Positions.
Parameter Measured Value Design Value
< ® |6  > 4.37±0.14 cm/% 4.166 cm/%
< x\8* > (-1.0±0.4). lO" 2 cm/ ( % ) 2 9.37-10“ 3 cm/ ( % ) 2
Co 172.59±0.637 180
Ef 443.4±2.2 444.0
Table B .3 Results of OHIPS Focal Plane Calibration.
Appendix C
N eutron D etecto r ADC Threshold Calibration
The question arises as to how well the ADC thresholds can be determined. The 
ADC thresholds were set using the pulse height calibrations as described in Section 
4.1.1. The present section estimates the uncertainty in the efficiency (which carries 
over into the cross section) due to the pulse height calibrations. The pulse height 
calibrations are used to monitor the pulse-height response of the neutron counters 
from run-to-run. Thorium-228 sources mounted in the middle of the scintillators 
were used to perform this pulse height calibration. These sources counted at ap­
proximately the rate of 1000-1500 per second. The pulse height calibrations were 
accomplished using an independent set of attenuaters ( x l ,  x 2 , and XlO), xlO lin­
ear amplifiers, discriminators, and ADC’s which were fed the analog signal from the 
PMTs.
Different individuals may place the Compton peak at positions several channels 
apart. However experience demonstrated that the short term reliablity for the same 
individual to repeatedly select the same channel for the Compton peak is roughly 
± 1  channel (i.e., the uncertainty on any given measurement is of the order of a 
channel). The “short term ” drift in the gain during the time of the cross section or 
efficiency measurements (i.e., 2-3 days) was almost always larger than this, therefore 
the short term drift was taken to be the dominant uncertainty.
The signal from the Thorium source was amplified x l ,  x2, and x5. From these 
data a linear least-squares line fit was used to determine the relationship between 
the ADC channel number and the energy. Table C.l lists ADC channel (of the 
Compton peak used for calibration) versus the energy of that peak, for each detector, 
both before and after the experimental cross section and efficiency measurements. 
[Note that the cross section data taken at an incident energy of 444 MeV was 
immediately following the measurement of the neutron detector efficiency. The
(143)
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Incident Energy 
444 MeV Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 3 Detector 4
Before x5 282 483 517 511
After x5 284 1 482 522 506
636 MeV Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 3 Detector 4
Before x l 73 93 104 119
Before x2 136 171 195 227
Before x5 267 440 497 551
After x5 275 440 492 545
8 6 8  Mev Detector 1 Detector 2 Detector 3 Detector 4
Before x l 57 1 1 2 85 114
Before x5 262 567 383 532
After x l 56 104
After x2 1 1 1 203
After x5 266 545 392 551
Table C .l  Pulse height calibration data.
Note that the efficiency measurements were also conducted 
between the time of the two calibrations listed as 444 MeV.
pulse height calibrations were done before the efficiency and after the cross section 
measurements. Since there was essentially no drift in the gains during this time 
(see Table C .l), the uncertainty in the ADC thresholds due to drifts in the gain is 
minimal.]
The energy of the Compton peak from the Thorium-228 source was 2.27 MeV. 
Amplification of x  1 corresponds to 2.27 MeV, x 2  corresponds to 2 x 2 .2 7 = 4 .5 4  MeV, 
and x 5  corresponds to 5 x 2 .2 7 = 1 1 .3 5  MeV. Values for detectors 1 through 4 are 
listed, both before and after a pven series of cross section or efficiency runs. When 
the calibration remained approximately unchanged (to within a few channels), a full
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Figure  C .l  Plot of the pulse height calibration. Plotted is the ADC channel 
number versus the energy of the Compton peak.
three-point calibration was not performed. Instead only a single calibration point 
was recorded (the x5 calibration point corresponding to 11 MeVee).
A representative example of the short term drift in the gain is shown in Figure
C.l. Plotted are the calibration points (ADC channel of the Compton peak versus 
the energy of that peak) for the first detector (Nl) of the neutron array. The 
points shown were taken just before (the hollow squares) and immediately after 
(the hollow circles) the measurement of the cross section at an incident energy of 
636 MeV. Before the cross section measurement, a complete three-point calibration 
was done. Afterwards, the change in the channel of the Compton peak was only 
recorded for the x5 amplification. In replay the average of the two values was used 
to compute the ADC thresholds, a practice which makes the implicit assumption 
that the error is minimized by taking a linear drift in the gain of the detector. The
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difference between the average value and the actual value is taken as a measure of 
the uncertianty.
The data in Table C.l were fit to a straight line,
y = a + bx . (C.l)
The method of least squares^90] was used to determine the constants a and 6  for a
given amplification. The average channel for the first detector (at the time of the
636 MeV incident energy cross section measurement) is 271 ±  4 as seen from Table
C.l. In percent, this uncertainty is
=  0.015% . (C.2 )
At 4 MeVee, then the channel number is 120 ±1.8 (0.15 x  120 =  1.8). The question 
then is if the channel number was different by 1 .8  channels how would the efficiency 
change. The ADC channel number at 2  MeVee is 80, as seen from Figure C.l. 
This is a change of 40 channels from the value for 4 MeVee. From Table 4.3, 
the efficiency at 4 MeVee is 5.08% (for channel number 120) and at 2 MeVee is 
5.84% (for channel number 80). For channel number 118.2, (assuming the change
is approximately linear over this short distance) the efficiency would be given by:
e(120) =  a x  120 +  b =  5.08
s(80) =  a x  80 +  b =  5.84 
5 .08 -5 .84 —------- =  -0.019 =  a ((7.3)
5.84 -  (-0.019 x  80) =  7.36 =  b
e(118.2) =  -0.019 x  118.2 +  7.36 =  5.11 
The resulting uncertainty is
't ( l f o^ =  5,11 *  5,08 ” 1,0 =  0,006 G^A^
or ±0.6%. When added in quadrature to the other errors in Table 4.3 and rounded to 
the nearest significant number, this correction is negligible. It should also be noted 
that this correction was for a single detector. In practice there were four, each of
[so] p, Bevington, Data Reduction and Error Analysis for the Physical Sciences, McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
(1969).
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which drifted independently of the others, m a k in g  the total correction smaller (i.e., 
Equation C.4 is an overestimate).
Over the long periods of time between the three groups of measurements, sizeable 
drifts in the gain did occur. However in the relatively short amount of time during 
which the measurements were made, the drifts were not as sizeable.
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